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One of the Liberty Boys grasped the horse's bridle and brought it to a sudden pause. The pretty
quaker maiden was so overcome with excitement that she fainted. As she
i'ell from the saddle Dick caught her in his arms.
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She was gone nearly an hour, and when' she came down it
was evident that she had taken great pains with her toilet.
She was dressed neatly but tastefully, and she was indeed
beautiful.
Dick thought that he had seen but few prettier girls.
"She isn't quite as pretty as Alice, though," he thought,
loyally.
Alice Estabrook was Dick's sweetheart, and he loved her
devotedly. She lived in Westchester County, not far from
Dick's home, and they had known and loved each other since
they were children.
"Shall we go now, Miss Nettie?" asked Dick.
"Yes, Mr. Slater, it is time to start."
They set out at once and walked slowly along the road
toward the west.
Dick had learned that the Mitchells were patriots, so he
felt that it would be safe to talk unreservedly to Nettie,
in case slie asked him questions, but so far she had not
inquired why he was away over in New Jersey when his
home was in New York, or where he was going or anything
like that.
It did not take lorig to reach the schoolhouse, and when
Nettie entered accompanied by a handsome young stranger,
it occasioned a hum of interest, especially among the young
people.
There was one among them-a heavy-set, fierce-looking
young fellow of about twenty-one years-who did not seem
to enjoy the sight of Nettie in company with the stranger.
He scowled blackly and muttered something under his breath.
His name was Ben Bullen, and he had been trying to
court Nettie a long time. She had permitted him to take
her to a few places, but had resolutely refused to let him
come to see her and sit up with her.
"I don't ·like him, mother," she had said, '' nen her
mother talked to her regarding_the matter. "I could never
consent to become his wife, so it would not be best to let
him come to see me."
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell thought Ben would be a good match
for Nettie, as he was a hard worker and would one day own
a good farm not far from the Mitchell home.
"Hey, Ben, how d'ye like thet ?" said a youth, nudging
Ben with his elbow, as Dick and Nettie entered and took
seats.
"Who is he?" Ben asked.
"I dunno. I never seen 'em afore."
"Neether did I, but I'll tell ye whnt, Bob Black, ef he
tries fur ter cut me out with Nettie I'll break ev'ry bone
in his body."
"l guess ye c'u'd do et, all right," with a grin.
"I think so, too," with a self-satisfied smile.
Ben was the bully of the locality, he baving long since
thrashed every youth who dared to try to dispute his
supremacy.
He had sized Dick up, and was confident that he could
easily handle the strange youth.
That was one peculiarity about Dick. His appearance was
very deceptive, for he did not look nearly so large and heavy
as he really was. The reason of this was that he was so
perfectly proportioned. Nor did he appear to be more than
ordinarily strong, yet he was phenomenally strong, being
twice as powerful as the ordinary youth of ws size.
So, although Ben Bullen did not suspect it, the latter
would have a hard task on his hands if he attacked the
stranger youth.

CHAPTER II.
AT SPELLING SCHOOL.

The teacher, a tall, lank man, dressed in a suit of black,
rose and announced that the business of the evening would
begin.
"I name Ben Bullen and Bob Black as the two who will
choose up," he said. "Boys, take your places."
The youths in question rose and took up positions at
opposite sides of the room.
The teacher held in his hand a spelling-book, which he
now opened at a point selected at random. _He held - the
book partially open with his finger and turned the leaves
toward Ben.
"This is the front of the book," he said, tapping one side.
"Guess the uage."
"Seventy/' said Ben.

The teacher then turned toward Bob and held the edge •of
the book toward him.
"Eighty-two," said Bob.
The teacher looked at the number of the page and said:
"'l'he page is seventy-eight. You have first choice, Bob."
Bob named his choice, and then Ben promptly chose Nettie
Mitchell.
There was a look of vexation on Nettie's face, antil she
whispered to Dick:
"I hope he'll choose you."
"I hope so," replied Dick.
"I'll tell him your name."
"Thank you, Miss Nettie."
Ben Mullen had noted the exchange of whispers, and his
face grew dark indeed.
"I'm ·goin' ter lick thet feller afore he gits erway frum
heer ter-nigh~!" he muttered.
When Nettie had taken up her position beside Ben she
whispered to him that the young man who had accompanied
her was named Dick Slater.
"Choose him, Ben," she said.
Ben nodded, but when he uttered the next name when it
was his turn to choose, it was not that of Dick Slater.
Nettie was disappointed, and a little red spot, caused by
anger and vexation,. appeared on each cheek.
"You mean thing!" she said to herself.
Had Ben Bullen -been smart he would have chosen Dick,
as Nettie asked him to do. By refusing to do so he aroused
her anger and made her dislike him all the more.
She was too proud1to ask him again to choose Dick, and
she stood there looking straight before her, and when Ben
whispered to her, saying something that he thought would
please her, she made no reply whatever. Indeed, she pretended that she had nof heard him.
This made Ben mad, and, as he was not at all politic, he
whispered in her ear fiercely:
"Oh. I s'pose ye're made becos I won't choose yer new
feller!"
· ·\_'..ill
Nettie made no reply; did not even look at him.
Ben was mad enough to fight, but he did not say anything
more.
"I'll git even by lickin' thet young feller after spellin'
school is out!" he promised himself.
When all who cared to take part in the spelling had been
chosen, the teacher walked down to where Dick sat ~
asked him his name. Dick told him, but said that he did
not care to take part.
"We shall be very glad to have you do so, Mr. Slater,"
the teacher said.
"No, sir, I prefer to be a spectator."
But Bob Black pointed his finger at Dick and said:
"I choose thet young feller-I don't know his name."
"Mr. Slater, as Bob needs one more on his side to make
the number even, I hope that you will consent to take part,"
said the teacher.
Dick decided to do so. He had always been a good speller,
and he knew he would enjoy taking part.
"Very well, I will do as you wish, sir," he said, and he
rose and took up his position at the end of the ·line on Bob's
side of the room.
Ben Bullen's lips curled with scorn, and he looked straight
at Dick with such a vicious expression on his face and in
his eyes that the Liberty Boy could not help but notice it.
Little did Dick care, however. He had known young
fellows to be angry at him and jealous of him before without
cause, and his quick perception had told him that this was
what ailed the young ·fellow. He knew that Nettie had told
Ben to choose him, and the fact that the youth had not
done so proved that he was angry at Dick and jealous of
him.
"I don't think Nettie cares anything for him, however,"
was Dick's thought.
'
"He's an ugly and viciou~-looking fellow," thought the
Liberty Boy.
The spelling now began.
The teacher gave out the words, first to the head one on
one side and then the head one on the other side, and then
on down the line, and whenever anyone missed a word the
opposing person on the other side had a chance to spell it,
and the person missing had to sit down. When all were
down on one side the other side would be the winner, and
this was considered glory enough; but usually the teacher
continued to give out words till all but one had missed, and
that one would be considered as having spelled the school
down, and this was the greatest of all honors.
t'
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"I .don' keer w'ich."
"Then let's have it the first way."
"Each wun is ter wait till the other gits up arter bein'
knocked down, hey?"
"Yes."
"All right, but thet gives ye ther advantage."
"How so?"
. "W'~ b~cos I hai~'t ergoin' ter git knocked down an' ye
air, an et II be er g1vin' ye er chance each time."
1:here was abs?lute confidence in the youth's tones. It was
pl~,m th.at he behE'.ved that what he said was the truth.
I th1!1k you will find that the plan of battle is as much
to §Our mterests as to mine," said Dick quietly.
Ye reelly think ye'll knock me down ? "
"I am sure of it."
"Bah! Ye'll fin' yer mistake. Air ye reddy?"
"Ready!"
"All right. Look out fur yerse'f!"
Then Ben rushed at Dick and struck. at him with all his
might.

As he asked this question the young men burst into
laughter.
"Nothin' ertall, Ben!"
"No, er mule ldcked ye!"
"The schoolhouse fell onter ye!"
"Get up an' try et ergin, Ben!"
Such were a few of the exclamations and ironical remarks
indulged in by the young men.
They were, in truth, delighted by the turn the battle had
taken.
They _began to believe that the handsome young stranger
was gomg to be too much for Ben,. and this was as they
would have it.
The jibes of his young men neighbors, over whom he had
held sway so long, had considerable effect in bringing Ben
Bullen back to a consciousness of what had happened.
:fe scrambled to his feet and glared around him.
. Shet yer heads. ev'ry one uv ye!" he hissed. "When I
git through with this young feller I'll giv' some uv ye er
lickin', thet's whut I'll do!"
The young men were not as greatly impressed as they
would have been before they saw Ben knocked down by the
CHAPTER IV.
stranger, but they were still sufficiently in awe of him so
that. they remained silent and made no reply.
THE BULLY BEATEN.
Dick, however, was impatient to have the affair over with,
Of course the young fellow did not for a moment doubt and he said curtly:
that his blow would land.
"Are you ready to be knocked down again?"
He discovered his mistake very quickly, however, for Dick
"No," hissed Ben, "but I'm reddy ter knock ye down!"
leaped back and the fist did not come within a foot of. his and he again attacked the youth.
!face.
Thi~ time )le atten:pted to close with Dick, for he realized
Ben, havi.ng struck with all his might and not encounter- that m straight fisticuffs he was no match for the
young
.
t
b
.
i~g any res1s an~e, ecame overbalanced and pitched forward, stranger.'
Di.ck, feeling confident that he could easi"ly beat the fellow
his
toe
caught
m
the
grass
at the same instant and down
he went on his face.
'
at his own game, decided to close with him and let the matter
The spectators laughed loudly.
be settled in that fashion.
Very few of the young men of the neighborhood really
He grappled with the young bully at once.
liked Ben Bullen.
A cry of satisfaction escaped Ben's lips.
·.He ~ad held them by brute force, and they had to treat
"I've got ye now!" he .e xclaimed.
h
th
·
d
"I guess not!" said Dick.
respect , outwardi y at 1east, m
or er to keep from
Then the struggle began 1·n earnest.
1 1i:n WI
bemg thrashed; but now that he had fallen in such a ludicrous manner, they took advantage of the opportunity and
Ben was a strong fellow, and he was now wild to get the
laughed heartily.
better of the young stranger and retrieve himself in the
estiBen was madder than ever and proceeded to scramble mation of the young men of the neighborhood .
,hastily to his feet.
He realized that if he was worsted by the young stranger
"What's the matter?" asked Dick quietly. "Can't you he would be forever disgraced and
his prestige wotll'i
stand up? If you fall down so easily as that I don't think be gone. The young men who hadthat
stood in awe of him
. you will be able to make much of a fight."
would do so no longer, and his supremacy would be a thil).g
A snarl of rage was the only reply.
of the past.
T~en Ben began striking at Dick rapidly and fiercely.
For a little while Dick remained
the defensive, for
His blows were powerful ones, and any one of them would he wished to test his opponent and seeonwhat
he was capable
have downed Dick had they taken effect.
of doing.
Dick dodged, ducked, parried and evaded the blows doing
Dick was soon satisfied that
easily the bully's
it so easily and gracefully that the spectators wer~ filled master, and when the other tiredhea was
bit and let up on his
with wonder and admiration.
efforts, the Liberty Boy suddenly took the offensive.
They had never seen anything like that before. All the
Dick was an expert wrestler and knew a great many
fights they had ever witnessed had been of the rough-and- tricks, any one of which was sufficient
give him a victory
tumble variety, where the combatants exchanged blows and over an opponent who was ignorant of to
them.
then clinched and struggled till one downed the other when
Dick worked till he got a hold that was just what he
the affair would continue till one had enough.
'
wanted. Then he suddenly exerted all his strength and
But this was different.
threw Ben clear over his shoulller.
Dick remained on the defensive till Ben had tired himself
Down the bully came with a thud, and such was the
to such an extent that he was forced to stop and drop his force of the fall that all the breath
was knocked out of his
arms, which seemed to him to weigh a ton each.
·
This. was Dick's opportunity, and he made the most of it. body.
Exclamations of wonder and admiration escaped the lips
He stepped in, measured the distance with his eyes and of the young men.
then out shot his fist.
'
"Did ye ever!"
Crack!
"Whut d'ye think uv thet!"
The fist landed fair between Ben's eyes, and down he
"Beats e.nnythin' I e".er seen!" .
.
went, fiat upon his back.
.
"Ben ham't got no b1zness foolm' with 'em!"
Dick had delivered a strong blow.
"Not er bit!"
.
.
.
He ~md_ not struck as hard as he was c:ipable of striking,
It was nearly a mmute before Ben stirred,
but still 1t was hard enough to temporarily daze the recip- only to gasp for breath and utter a groan. and then 1t was
ient.
Some of the young men had entered the schoolhouse and
Ben lay there blinking up at the sky, and the spectators, had to.Id the gii;:ls the wonderful news, and almost
after a moment of silent wonder, gave utterance to exclana- exception the girls expressed themselves as glad without
that Ben
tions:
had more than met his match.
"Whut er lick!"
; "It serves him right," said Nettie Mitchell; "he had no
"Et was er sockdolager, an' thet's er faclc!"
business to pick a fuss with Mr. Slater."
"I bet Ben saw er lot uv stars!"
"Of course you'd say so, Nettie!" said a girl by the name
"Yas, an' shootin' wuns at thet!"
of Belle Mead. She was a girl with a rather spiteful dispo"Blazes, but he don' seem ter know whut hit him!"
sition, and he knew that Ben liked Nettie, and as she
Ben presently stined and rose slowly to a sitting posture tried to catch Ben herself, she was glad of a chance to had
say
and gazed around him in a vacant manner.
something spiteful and cutting.
"W-whut hit me?"
"Yes, and you'd say so if you didn't want to catch Ben
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had plent y of spirit and
Bulle n, Belle Mead !" said Netti e, whopart.
own
her
take
to
was alway s ready
!" said anoth er of
"Tha t's so; that's what ails you, Belle
thing .
same
the
said
more
er
the girls, and a numb
keep silent .
Belle was angry , but thoug ht it best tocontr
ol of his physi Mean time, Ben Bulle n had regai ned bled to his feet.
scram
had
and
ties
cal and ment al facul
quietl y.
"Do you want any more ?" asked Dick,
in' ye hain' t ex"Yaa s, an' I'm goin' ter giv' ye sumth
the word s he
with
and
,
reply
fierce
pec_ktin'!" was Ben's
ly and leape d towhipp ed out a clasp -knife , opene d it quick
·
ward Dick, with the excla matio n:
"I'll cut yer heart out!"
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anoth er girl. "Ben is
"I don'.t see how you did it," said part
Iconsi
of the count ry."
dered to be the best man in this

Dick, "but he doesn 't!
. "He is stron g enoug h, miss, " said no
troub le in handl ing
stren gth. I had
·
him."
girls !" said a
"I shoul d say he didn' t have any troub le,
to"have seen himl
young man, with a chuckle. "You had ought
a straw man !"
throw Ben over his head, just like he was
we would have
"If we had knovm how it was going to end"but we thoug ht
girl;
come out and seen the fight, " said one
didn' t want tol
Mr. Slate r would be badly beate n, and .we
see that."
"Than k you," smile d Dick.
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e
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who
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JERRY WHAR TON SAVES DICK' S LIFE.
ed.
point
disap
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looke
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the last t wo
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Netti
and
Dick
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forme
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when the fellow
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other
each
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they
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will
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"I wouldn' hev thort thet ye c'u'd hev licked Ben!" said Mr. could be
no doubt Of the fact that he fully intended to shoot
Mitchell, with a shake of the head.
·
the hornema n dead.
.
"No, ye hain't near so big," from Mrs. Mitchell. . ,
;T,ust ns I:e pulle~ trig~er, howe_ver, he was sta~tled by a
"I don't look to be so large" said Dick; "but I JUnge that. yeu
from
right
behmd hnn, and his shoulder was Joggled sdo
I am as heavy, and I know th~t I am stronger than Ben."
1
that the muzzle of the rifle bobbed about and wobble
"Well I hope thet ther thrashin 'll do him some good," said fieTcely
in
such
a
manner
that the bullet that left the barrel went
Mrs. Mitchell.
high in the air; instead of straight toward · the head of the
"Likely et will," said Mr. Mitchell.
horsema
n.
.
.
.
.
"I am sme of it " from Dick.
£ en Bullen whirled with a snarl of rage and disappom t"And I hope that' it will have the effect of making him stay ment
ancl
away from he1· and stop pesterin g me with his unwelcom e hood, who saw Jerry Wharton , a young man of th~ neighbor had happene~ to see Be!1, and, suspei:tm g ~hat he
attention s" 'said Nettie.
was up to some rascahty , had slipped up behmd hnn 1l:nd
'
had disturbed his aim at just the right moment to save Dick
Slater's life.
CHAPTE R VI.
Ben st ruck at Jerry with the rifle, using it as a. club, but
A TORY SPY.
Jel'I'y dodced and escaped injury. Then he .struck out
.
.
.
'
straight from the shoulder and down went Ben with a crash.
Next mormng Dick bade the Mitchell
s good-by and rode j He leaped
up quickly, however , and, leaving his .rifle lay
einward. toward Boi·~entown. .
.
where
Th.e teacher was JUSt unlockm g t_he door o! the school~t~use the topitofhad fallen, he dashed away through the timber at
his speed.
as Dic.k ca~e along, and he gav~ Di!2k a cheeiy gqod-mo rnmg,
Meamvhile, Dick had leaped down off his ho1·se and now
to wh1ch the youtl_i responde d m kind.
,,
. came to the spot where Jerry Wharton stood.
;;You a!'e,,trav elmg on,_ eh, Mr. Slater? the teacher said.
"vVas that Ben Bullen?" Dick asked.
Yes, sir.
.
The young man nodded.
"Well, if you happen along here agam I shall ,fe glad to
"Yes," he said; "an' he'd er killed ye, I exp~ck, ~f I hedn'.t
have you call here at the schoolhouse and see me.
happene d ter see 'im an' git heer in time ter Joggle his
"Thank you; I would be sure to do so."
aim."
,
Then with a good-by Dick continue d · o~ward.
"You have undoubte dly saved my life, and I thank you."
About a mile west of tJ:e schoolhouse Die~ p_assed a good"Oh, ye're welcum, Mister Slater."
sized logLhouse, and out m the barnyard , milkmg a cow, he
"I remembe r seeing you at spelling school last night, but
saw Ben Bullen.
.
.
. ·.
I don't know your name."
Ben saw and recogmz ed ·Dick, and he rose and shook h1s
fist
"Et's Jerry Wharton ." .
at the horsema n.
.
.
"I'm glad to know your name, Jerry; and if the oppor"I'll git even with ye yit, Dick S.later!" he cned. "Ye Jest tunity
ever comes I will do somethin g , to repay you for what
see ef I don't!"
.
have done for me."
.
"How are you going to do it?" asked Dick, qwetly,, as he you
"Thar hain't no need uv thet, Mister Slater. Enny hones'
brought his horse to a stop.
man'd a done whut I did. Et wuz my duty."
"Ye'll see!"
.
"True; but it doesn't lessen my obligatio
you."
"Why not come out here and settle the matter at once, if
"Thet's all ri<>'ht but I'm kinder s'prisedn r tobout
Ben Bulyou are not satisfi~d with the thrashin g that I gave you last len.
I knowed he ~uz er purty vicious kind UV feller, but I
night?"
think he'd try ter shoot er man down in col' blood.''
"That's my bizness. I'll settle with ye in my own way, an' didn'
Dick shook his head.
when I git good an' reddy."
.
"He tried to stab me with a knife last night,
know,
"But I am leaving this part of the country and may never
Jerry'!. he said "and a fellow that will carry a you
knife and
return. If you are goin to 'get even,' as you term it, you had try
td use it wiil do almost anything ."
better take advantag e of the present opportun ity."
~
"Thet's so."
But Ben did not evince any 9ispositi on .to. do as. Dick sugDick
talked
with
Jerry
a
while
longer
and
then shook
gested. Instead, he resumed his work milkmg,
the re- hands with the young· man, mounted his horse and
mark that he knew how to attend to his own with
rode onaffairs, and wa·-d
that he would settle with Dick in due time and in his own
'~hat was a narrow escape~" he mused. "Ben Bullen is
way.
a worse fellow than I thought him 'to be."
"Oh, all right," said Dick.
Dick rode onward at a gallop, and half an hour later, as
Then he rode onward.
\Vas passing through a dense piece of woods, a man rode
The road made an abrupt bend to the southwa~d soon he
out from among the trees and greeted Dick with
after it passed the Bullen home, and as soon a~ J?ick was morning
a "good."
·
out of sight around the bend Ben stopped milkmg and,
"Good-m
orning,"
replied
Dick.
hastenin g to the house, got a rifle and started away.
He was sizing the stranger up, and for some reason was
"Whar ye goin', Ben?" his mother asked.
not very favorabl y impresse d with him.
"I heerd some wild turkeys hollerin' over in ther woods,
"Going to Bordento wn?" the stranger ~sked.
mother," was the reply; "an' I'm goin' ter git one uv 'em
"Yes, sir."
,
ef I kin."
"So am I."
Be hastened away, and was soon out of sight in the
Dick made no reply, and presentl y the stranger said:
timber.
· .
"Do you live in this vicinity? "
.
The fact of the matter was that the road made a horse"No," replied Dick; "do you?"
shoe of about a mile around to avoid going over a rocky
"Yes;
I
live·
about three miles from here."
ridge 1 and by crossing this on foot it was only .a distance
The man kept asking question s that were calculate d to
of ab out a third of a mile to the road. Ben knew that he draw
forth informat ion regardin g the patriot army, at"th,at
could easily get there before Dick would arrive at the . point time in
winter· quarters over at Valley Forge, in Pe:tmsylin question.
but Dick, ever suspiciou s of stranger s in these war
"I guess I know my bizness, all ~ight !" m:utter~d Ben, a · vania,
times,
was very careful not to vouchsaf e any informat ion.
black look on his face. "I'll shore git even W1th Dick Slater
He answere d all the question s in an apparen tly frank
fur whut he clon e ter me last night!"
.
manner, but he gave the man the impressi on that he knew
He hastened his footsteps , and was only a few minutes
nothing at all about the patriot arm~.
!!'etting to the road.
He took up his position behind a fallen tree and rested h The youth could not tell whether or not he 'had deceived
r
the barrel of the rifle over the trunk.
t e man.
'
.
A few minutes later he heard the sound of hoofbeat s.
"I believe he's a Tory spy!" was Di.ck's decii::i
0 ;11·
He cocked the rifle and crouched down so as to avoid being
~
seen by his intended victim.
CHAPT ER VIL
Louder sounded the hoofbeat s, and Ben peered over the
top of the log and saw that the horsema n was almost oppoIN BORDENTOWN.
site to him.
The man had given his name as Joshua Hunter.
He pressed the butt of the rifle against his shoulder and
He had asked Dick's name, and the Liberty Boy, fearing
took deliberat e aim 1at Dick.
that this 'fellow, if h~ really was a spy, had heard of Dick
There was a fierce and deadly look on his face. There Slater
and the Liberty Boys, gave a fictitious name.
0
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CHA PTE R VIII.
I will soon over take
"You migh t as well stop him, for
you and I'll stop him."
AT VALLEY FORGE.
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But the fugit ive did not bring
seize
to
y
read
got
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have got back."
Dick r eplaced the pisto l in his belt
"Wel l, Dick; I am glad that you llenc
gh.
y."
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vic!i:ity of Philadelphia and intercept some stores that the
They rode onward at a gallop
B~~tish ha".e been gathering."
I
They went due south till they were west of the Quaker
TL~abt w1ll be very much to my taste, sir, and it will suit ; City, and then they turned westward
my"S i Iertv
I There was heavy timber
tli Boys
ht,, also ·"
·
· this. region
. which
all' through
" o
. ?.ug ·
made it favorable for their purpose, as it would enable them
"~hs, sn' h~wtl soobnttshall wThe star~?."
·
.
to keep their presence in the vicinity a secret from the
.
e soon~r 1e e er.. . e British, so I am mformed, British.
will be movmg the proVIsions from the country districts
·
·
southwest of the city into Philadelphia in a day or two a d
Dick was on the looko_ut for a good campmg
place.
by being on hand early you will be able to lay your 'la~s
That
)vas
the
first
~~mg
to
find.
'
. .
and select good points from which to work ,,
P
He -..nshed a campmg place that was handy to their m"True, sir. We will start immediately, ,·
tended. scene of _operations, and that would at the same time
"Do so."
. ·
be a strong position m case they were attacked by the redth~:[?~'at shall we do with the stores after we have secured co~t last they found just the place they were looking for.
"I have decided that they shall be taken to BordentoWn."
.It -..~as on the top of. a Rnoll, ~ack ab?ut a quarter. of a
"Very well; we will take them there."
mile from the road leadmg to Philadelphia.
"I would have them brought here, but the truth is that I
Th~y could see for miles arou~d in all directions.
do not expect to stay here much longer, and as I intend to
This would en.able them to si15ht t~e redcoats when they
go to New York, I want the stores to be where we can secure . appeared on their way to the
city with the wagon-loads of
them on our way to our destination."
stores, and then they could attack the enemy and secure the
"I understand."
stores.
.
"Of course, as it will not be much trouble, you may send
"How do you like this place, Bob?" Dick asked.
a messenger to me when you have captured the stores and
Bob was the lieutenant and right-hand man, and Dick
then if I should want any of them brought here I ca'n let usually asked his opinion regarding
all matters of imporyou know."
tance.
"Very well, sir."
"It seems to be a splendid place for an encampment, Dick."·
After having received some further instructions Dick
"That's ·what I think."
·
departed.
·
'
"Yes, we couldn't improve on it, I am sure."
He hastened away to where the Liberty Boys had their
"No; and I am confident that the redcoats will pass along
quarters.
this road with the stores."
They were delighted to see him.
"I think so."
He had been. to his old home in Westchester County, New
The youths then proceeded to go into camp.
York, to see his f_ol_k~, and as all the youths in the company
They unbridled and unsaddled their horses and staked
wer'7 from that VIcmity they had many questions to ask.
them out where they could secure plenty of young grass.
J?1ck had. made an effort to see as many of the folks to
Then they placed their ·saddles, blankets and muskets at
which the different youths were related as was possible, and the point where they expected to make
their encampment.
he made a ~arge number of the boys happy by telling them
It was now almost nightfall, and they
campfires and
newe ,of their loved ones. A few of them he was compelled proceeded to cook bacon and johnny-cakesbuilt
.
to make unhappy, for in some of the families deaths had
They were hungry, and when the meal was cooked they
occurred.
ate hea1'tily.
Dick's sweetheart, a beautiful girl named Alice Estabrook
Of course, sentinels were
and the youths felt safe,
and who lived near Dick's home, was the sister of Bob Esta~ so they laughed and talked posted,
and enjoyed themselves as only
lbrook, the lieutenant of the company, and Dick's sister· young fellows can.
Edith was Bob's sweetheart. Naturally Bob was eager to
"How long will we have to wait here for the co.nrin&",;..g-r ~hear from and about Edith.
the redcoats, Dick?" asked Mark Morrison.
"I ~ave a letter here, I believe, Bob," said Dick, with a
"I don't know, Mark."
sly wmk at his comrades; "that is, if I haven't lost it."
"Will it be one or two days, or a week?"
'.'If you _have lost it. it means death for you, Dick Slater!" "I
can't say."
s~1d Bob, rn mock. senousn~ss. There was an eager light in
"We will just have to wait and see, eh?"
his eyes, and the mstant Dick produced the letter Bob seized
"Yes."
it and tore it open and read the contents.
"Well, we can do that."
There were letters for some of the others too from
"I don't like this waiting business at all," said Bob Estaparents, sisters or sweethearts, and those who ~·ecei...:ed the brook.
letters were indeed happy.
"Well, you can get out and stir around all who want to,
When they had finished reading and had asked Dick all Bob," smiled Dick.
the questions they could think of, he told them of the work
"That's what I'm going to do."
that the commander-in -chief wished them to do.
"But you want to look out and not get into the hands of
They were delighted.
redcoats or Tories," said Sam Sanderson.
They had been in camp at Valley Forge all winter with
"I'll look out for that."
only an occasional expe<:µtion into the S1;lrrounding co~ntry,
"I pity the redcoats or Tories that tackle Bob!" said Ben
and the prospect of gettmg out and havmg encounters with Spurlock.
·
the redcoats and capturing their stores enthused them.
"They'll have their hands full!" grinned Bob.
It was the kind ·of work they enjoyed.
The others smiled, for they knew that this was indeed the
"When are we to start on this expedition, Dick?" asked case.
Bob was a reckless and desperate fighter.
Bob, eagerly.
~Vhen they had finished eating Dick rose and yawned and
"Immediately ."
said:
"Hurrah!"
"You boys all noticed that house a mile down ·the road,
"Begin getting ready at once, boys."
I believe?"
"We will!"
"Yes, we noticed it," said Bob.
"Yes, yes!"
"Well, I'm going down there on a reconnoiterin g expe"It won't take us long to get ready."
dition."
"You're right it won't."
"I expected as much," said Bob. "I guess I'll go with
The Liberty Boys went to work at once.
They cleaned and oiled their muskets and pistols, filled you."
"No, you stay here and look after the boys. I'll not be
the saddle-bags with provisions and were ready.
gone long, I'm sure."
"Mount, Liberty Boys!" ordered Dick.
"That dep~nds. The chances are that you'll get tangled
They leaped into the saddles.
up with some redcoats or Tories and not get back under a
"Forward!"
The youths rode out of the encampment, followed by the week, if at all."
cheers of the soldiers, who knew what the Liberty Boys
Dick laughed.
were going to do.
"I guess not," he said.
A few minutes later the youths were out of sight of the
Then he set out in the direction of the house he had
encampment.
spoken of.
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with suchl
"Why are you down in this part of the count ry
"
force?
a strong
CHAP TER IX.
Dick smiled.
"That is for . you to find out," he said.
ATS.
REDCO
CAPTURED BY
"We'l l do it, you may be sure!"
"I have no doubt of it.';
the
near
drew
Dick
as
and
wuz · thar,
It was not a very dark night,
"How did ye happe n te1:;rf1,p'~ out ther rebels
gooda
quite
was
it
I
that
.
asked
house he had set out to visit he saw ·
Tories
the
of
Jeff?" anoth er
·
tha1i
up
went
an'
ire,
campf
sized .one.
their
frum
"I seen ther light
"It looks like a tavern ," he murm ured. porch and· looked ter invest igate. "
at leader .
He appro ached and steppe d up on the
"So that was the way of it, eh?" from the redco
in throu gh a window.
"Yas. "
m and office.
pmen t?"
He saw that the room was a combined barroo
"And you saw tliis fellow leave the encam
busily engag ed in
The landlo rd stood behin d his count er
ter foller 'im, but one uv ther sentigoin'
wuz
I
as;
"Y
a
were
there
whom
'
settin g out bottle s to his custom ers, of h soldie rs, and the nels got so close ter me thet I hed ter lay low fur quite er
d he wuz comin'I
dozen or .more. There were seven Britis
spell, an' this feller got erway . I knowe
.
I come ez quick ez I could."
others were tough ly dresse d men, doubt less Tories
an'
h,
thoug
heer,
down
"They
Dick.
ht
said the
"l guess I won't ventu re in there, " thoug
"You had better tell us why you are down here,"
would make me a prison er undou btedly . boiste rously , for the redco at leader . ·
to tell you
The men talked loudly and laugh ed
"I don't think that it would do me any good
they had
major ity were under the influence .of the liquor
anyth ing," was Dick's reply.
been drinki ng.
"All right; suit yours elf about that."
that Dick's
Dick was doing some swift thinki ng. from bring ing some
Then the· leader of the redco ats ordere d bound.
"I don't see anyth ing to hinde r me those fellow s," was weapo ns be taken away from him and his arms
l note of everyof the boys down here and captu ring
The Liber ty Boy had been taking carefu
determ ined to make an attem pt to escape,
was
he
and
the thoug ht that entere d his mind.
thing,
d in strong
At this mome nt he was seized from behin
if there was any chanc e at all given him. fists straig ht from
hands,
He now sudde nly struck out with both kerthu mp.
strugSever al perso ns had seized him, but Dick began
the should er, and down went two redco ats,
for the door.
gling, never theles s.
Then Dick leaped forwa rd and made a dash but
re.
before he
seized hold of the knob,
and
it
d
reache
He was not the youth to tamel y submi t to captu
He
active , but the could get the door open the redco ats and To1·ies were upon
He was excee dingly strong and very
he soon found
,
streng th opposed to his was too great, and
him.
their holds
that he was helple ss.
He strugg led fiercely in an attem pt to break
the
within
se
o
th_
by
heard
but he could not do it. There were
doors,
of
out
The noise o'f the strugg le was
get
and
to see what
tavern , and they opene d the door and came out
too many hands hold of him.
togeth er be- ,
·
was going on.
He was di,sarmed, and his wrists were bQund
their
of
one
and
ants,
There were four of Dick's assail
hind his back.
and Tories
numb er said:
Then he was placed on a chair and the redco ats
a rebel spy!" .
him trium phant ly.
upon
down
g
lookin
"Get back out of the way. We've captu red
stood
all gathe red
fellow," the
Dick was condu cted into the barro om and
"You are a rathe r lively and despe rate young
·
you failed to get away. "
aroun d him.
"but
said;
leader
at
redco
and
,
speak
to
so
I thoug ht
His unifo rm was a compl ete give-a way,
"I hardl y expec ted to succeed," said Dick; "but
their captu re.
·
the redco ats and Tories were deligh ted with
it would do ne harm to try."
came up.
, '!..A rebel! "
Then the questi on of the dispos al of Dickthe
morni ng," the
"Yes, and a capta in, too!"
send him to Philad elphia in
will
"I
"We'v e made a good capture!~'
leader said.
him there to"So we have! "
"Don 't you think it would be well to take
r of the
The door had been shut again , and nowy:the leade
er. "He has a lot of co;rnrades close at
anoth
asked
"
night?
.
four who had captu red Dick asked sternl
hand, you know. "
him away from
"Wha t's your name ?"
"I know that, and I am going to take
he
the reason that his comra des doubt less know
for
"Find out," replie d Dick, quietl y.
here,
t.
become uneas y and come to look for
will
and
here
A hard look came over the face of the redcoa
came
to take
be better for
after a -while, but I. don't think it is neces sary
"I think I can do so,'' he said.- "But it will
and truthf ully." him
elphia to-nig ht."
Philad
to
clear
you if you answe r a11 questi ons promp tlychoose
him
to apswe r.
"Whe re will you take him, then? " .
"I sha ll answe r such questi ons as I
"Over to Puggs ley's."
You canno t intim idate me."
serve your own
"I am not trying to do so. But you will
The redco ats and Tories nodded.
one.
rs.''
answe
ul
truthf
"That will be a good place to take him," asaid
intere sts best by giving civil anc:l
mile ·from the
a strong Tory who lived
was
ley
"I shall exerci se my own judgm ent."
Puggs
in the vicin- tavern over in the heavi est timbe r in the region .
"Very well. You have comra des somew here
ats set out, with
Havin g decided what to do, the redcodisper
ity, no doubt. Tell us where they are." so you may as well
sed to their
in their midst , while the Tories
"I shall not answe r your questi ons,
Dick
save yours elf the troubl e of asking them. "
homes.
"You ha d better answe r t hem!"
Dick shook his head.
.
"I will not do it," he said, quietl y but firmly
CHAP TER X.
fellow of\_
At this moment the door. opene d and a young
.
perha ps twent y years of age entere d.
A PATRIO T MAIPE N.
"Oh, ye've got 'im, hev ye?" he exclaimed.
.
ringly
,inqui
er
speak
the
at
looked
s
Torie
The redco ats and
"Whu r ye goin', Minni e?"
the Torie s
"iVhu t d'ye ' know about 'irn, Jeff?" one of
"To bed, father ."
asked .
"So airly ez this?"
"I know wl1ur he come frurn. "
"Yes. "
.
asked
leader
"Whe re?" the redco at
"Ye usuall y stay up till ten o'clock." as I want to 1ret
heer."
frurn
north
mile
"From ther knoll, a
"I know, but I'm tired and sleepy, a:nd
ly.
eager
"
there?
bed early.'~
up
"Has he any comra des
real early in the morni ng I think I will go to myse' f, fur
up
airly
r
kinde
go
I'll
IIhe youi-h nodded.
think
I
right.
ll
"Oh, a
"I sh'd say so!"
ther custom ers air all gone."
"He h?.s, eh? How many ?"
"Som e more may happe n in."
nine, enny·
"Tlrnr 's a irnndr ed at le:.ist."
"Yas, they moug ht. I'll stay up till half-p as'
.
.
The redco ats and Tories stared
how."
bet\veen ' the tavern " 20 many as that?" ·iJ1c lcacle1· cried.
, The above conve rsatio n took place
Minnie.
ter
daugh
his
"Yn.s."
and
Holt,
a
' t:ccpo1·, Hirar
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Hiram was a widower, and Minnie, his only child, was
"I wish to speak -to Mr. Bob Estabrook."
his housekeeper and only assistant.
Bob leaped up instantly and advanced and faced the girl,
Minnie was a pretty, bright-looking girl of perhaps six- bowing politely and respectfully.
teen years.
"I am Bob Estabrook, Miss. What can I do for you?"
She was a good drawing-card for her father, for the
"I have come here to do something for you, sir," was
redcoats and Tories liked to gather there and be served by the reply; and then Minnie told Bob the same story she
the girls, who gave each customer a smile with each mug had told Sam.
of liquor she served. She was not a coquette nor had she
The youths listened with interest and excitement.
ever !lhown preference for any one man more than another,
"We must rescue Dick!"
so all enjowed her smiles, and there were a number of the
"Ye~;, yes!"
frequenters of the tavern who fancied that they might suc"And we will capture the redcoats!"
ceed sooner or later in winning her liking.
"That's what we will do!"
As for her father, he was not eager for her to take a
Such were some of the exclamations.
liking to any one man, for he did not wish to lose her.
"And you say you will guide us to the house of the Tory,
She was a great help to him, and he felt that he would not Puggsley, where Dick has been taken, Miss Minnie?" said
know how to get along without her.
Bob.
Minnie, with a good-night and a smile, left the barroom
"Yes, Mr. Estabrook."
and ·w ent upstairs to her room, which was at the extreme
"Good! We will be ready to start in five minutes."
rear of the building.
Then Bob named twenty of the ·youths who were to acShe set the candle on a little stand and then fastened company him.
"'l'wenty will be plenty and to spare," he said, when
the door.
She did not get ready for bed, however. Instead, she Mark Morrison said something about taking more. "There
threw a shawl over her head, raised the window and stepped are only s~ven of the redcoats, so Miss Holt says, and we
cautiously out upon the sloping roof of the shed-kitchen.
will easily capture them."
Moving downward till she came to the edge of the roof,
"Yes; if there are no more than the seven there."
·"It is not likely that thei;e are more than that number
Minnie leaped lightly to the ground.
Then she made her way to the road and walked rapidly there."
When the youths were ready the little party set out.
northward.
She was not more than ten minutes in walking to a point
Bob and Minnie walked in the lead and the others folopposite the knoll on which the Liberty Boys were en- lowed jn couples.
They left the road and entered the timber before reachcamped.
Guided by the light of the campfire, she advanced up the ing the tavern, and Minnie explained that this was done
for fear there might be some redcoats or Tories at the tavhill straight toward the encampment.
When she was within perhal>s seventy-five yards of the ern who might see them and suspect what they were going
to do.
encampment .she was challenged.
They made their way through the heavy timber slowly,
"Halt! Who comes there?" cried a stern voice.
for it was dark indeed among the trees.
"A friend," the girl replied.
The girl seemed to be perfectly familiar with the way,
The sentinel evidently recognized the voice as being that
however, and did not hesitate.
of a girl, for he said quickly:
Half an hour passed, and then she suddenly stopped and
"Advance, miss, and state your business."
/
Minpie walked forward and paused in front of the senti- Said:
"That light yonder is in Puggsley's house."
nel, who was Sam Sanderson.
·
The
youths
looked
straight
ahead and saw a light shining
"Who are you, miss?" Sam asked respectfully.
through between the trees.
":My name is Minnie Holt."
"Good
enough!"
said
Bob; "we will advance and surround
"What do you want here, Miss Holt?"
the house the first thing."
•II have come to do you a favor."
·
The
youths
advanced
cantiously, and were not long in
J'What is the favor?"
"I have come to tell you that one of your comrades is in surrounding the house.
Bob
insisted
on Minnie staying well back from the builddanger."
ing, where she· would not be likely to be injured in case
An exclamation escaped Sam's lips.
there was shooting.
"Has something happened to Dick?" he cried.
When all was in readiness Bob advanced and knocked on
"Is that your comrade's name?"
the door.
"Yes-Dick Slater."
.It was opened presently by a hard-faced man, whom Bob
"Well, he has been captured!"
judged to be Puggsley. the Tory owner of the house. I
"Captured!" excitedly; "who by?"
"Good-evening, Mr. Puggsley," said Bob, suavely.
"By the redcoats."
As he spoke he looked past the man and saw the seven
"Indeed! And where is Dick now?"
redcoats seated at a table drinking, and over in the corner,
"That is what I have come to tell you. I know where his hands bound, sat Dick.
he has been taken, and will guide you to the place so that
"G-good e-evenin'," stammered Puggsley, for he saw
you may rescue him."
Bob's blue uniform and had caught sight of more of the
"Miss, you are certafoly one of the best girls living!" youths out in front of the house.
.
cried Sam, earnestly.
"Just step back out of the way, sir, if you please" said
"Well, sir, I am a patriot, and I made up my mind that Bob; "! have something to say to the
rcdcoated gentlemen
I would save your com1·ade if I could do so."
at the table yonder."
"You will never be sorry for what you have done, Miss . The Tory stepped ba~k hastily and Bob entered,
pistol in
Holt!"
either hand, and, levelmg the weapons at the staring red"I am sure of that."
coats, he said stc ·nly:
"Go right on into camp, Miss Holt, ::.·
you_ "Hands up! The house is surrounded, and if you atwant to speak to Bob Estabrook."
tempt to res'. st or to escape it will be the w:>rse for you!"
"Very well, sir."
The redcoats elevated their hands promptly.
"Tell him just what you have told me."
"We surrender !" their leader cried.
"I will."
Minnie walked on up the hill and entered the encampment.
As she came within the radius of the light from the
CHAPTER XI.
campfire the Liberty Boys stared at her in wonder, not
. nnmixed with admiration, for she looked very pretty indeed.
A GOOD NIGHT'S WORK;
One of the youths, Fred Helmuth by name, thoug-ht that
'he had never seen such a prety, sweet-looking girl in his
"That is sensible," said Bob, coolly. Then he lifted up his
life.
voice and called out:
·
· "Jove, I could fall in love with her at first sight!" he
"Come inside, half a dozen of you boys!"
mentally exclaimed, and he devoured her face with his eyes.
Immediately the required number of Liberty Boys enThe youths stared in silent amazement until the silence tered.
was broken by their visitor's voice:
"Disarm those men and bind their arms," ordered Bob.
J
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they were sent to Valley Forge under charge of ten
They did so at once, and then Bob stepped over and cut then
Liberty Boys.
the
of
,
Dick's bonds, freeing him.
did not wlsh to be bothered with them while waiting
"How did you learn that I was here, Bob?" asked Dick. to Dick
the stores. .
capture
and
The youth shook his head and glanced at the redcoats
The Liberty Boys did some scouting and reconnoi tering
at Puggsley , the Tory.
that day, but did not see anything of the redcoats who were
"I'll tell you later, old fellow," he said.
gatherin g up the stores.
want
Dick understo od that for some reason Bob did not
About the middle of the next afternoo n, however , they
to tell him before the men in question , and he nodded un- discovere
d the redcoats coming along the road at a point
derstand ingly.
miles west of Hiram Holt's tavern.
twelve
about
"All r ight; it is enough that you did know where to look
There were seven wagons, and they were so heavily loaded
for me," he said.
the horses could not make very rapid progress .
"Yes, Dick." And then he asked: "What shall we do that
"They will just about reach the tavern by supperti me,"
with this man?" indicatin g Puggsley .
said Dick.
Dick eyed the man sternly.
"Yes," agreed Bob; "and that will be a good place for
"By rights we ought to make a prisoner cf him also,"
us to capture them."
he said.
"You are right."
"Don't do it!" the Tory cried. "Don't bother me, an'
The Liberty Boys rode back to their encampm ent and
I promise ye that I won't do nothin' to help the British, settled
down to wait patiently for the coming of the British,
never ag'in!"
·
wagon-lo ads of provision s.
seven
with
gly.
Dick looked at him searchin
the wagons came in
sundown
before
hour
an
half
About
"Do you mean that?" he asked.
sight a mile west of the tavern.
"Yes, yes!"
When the tavern was reached the British stopped and•
Dick was silent and thoughtf ul a few moments , and then went
into camp for the night.
he said, impressi vely:
This was just as the Liberty Boys would have wished,
"Very w~ll; I will take your word for it. But rememb er
they had the arrangin g of matters.
this: If you forget your promise and are caught harborin g had
"When shall we go down and take them in, Dick?" asked
or assisting the redcoats at any time in the future, your Bob.
.
life will pay the forfeit! Do you understa nd?"
reI'll
dark."
kind.
is
it
the
as
of
g
soon
as
"Oh,
"Yes, yes! I won't do ennythin
"I WOJJ.der how many redcoats are down there?"
main neutral arter this!"
of
lead~r
the
growled
"About twenty, I think."
"You blasted coward and traitor!"
"We will have no trouble in capturin g that number. "
the redcoats .
"No; I think we can do so without shedding any blood."
This did not worry Puggsley greatly, however , for· the
"That's right, and if any blood is shed I want that it
injury.
any
him
do
not
could
and
s
prisoner
were
redcoats
of the redcoats ."
The redcoat leader seemed to know what the man was shall be that
our best to have it that way, old fellow."
do
will
"We
gly:
menacin
said
he
for
,
thinking
we
later
Boys got ready for the task before them,
or
Liberty
Sooner
The
always.
s
prisoner
be
not
will
"We
.
.,...
with
was dark they set out down the hill.
it
settle
as
and
soon
as
here
and
back
come
we'll
then
and
will be free,
who remained behind!
six,
of
n
exceptio
the
with
went
"All
you!"
guard the horses.
"Ye can't blame me," cried Puggsley ; "I've got er right to watch the encampm ent and
when they were close to
ly
cautious
moved
youths
The
to be neutral."
the British encampm ent, and they were very careful not
"Not after pretendi ng to be a king's ma.n:"
presence until after they/
"We will go now," said Dick; "lead the prisoner s away, to let the sentinels discover. theii;
had surround ed the redcoat.
ooys."
Then Dick, Bob and a dozen of the youths slipped in at
Bob and Dick hastened out ahead of them and went to
the back door of the tavern and made the'r wa;y to the
where Minnie stood.
as they had expected , they ;found the
"This is Miss Holt, Dick, who told us where to find you dining-ro om, where,
officers in comman d of the party seated at the table eating
and guided us here," said Bob.
and drinking .
Dick remembe red having seen the girl at the tavern, and
The youths promptly covered the officers with their pisdone.
had
she
what
he thanked her for
rest
Holt,
and ordered them to surrende r.
Miss
tols
you,
repay
to
chance
"If ever I g:et a
The redcoats turned pale and looked wildly about them.
assured that I will do so."
"It is useless to try to escape," said Dick; "your force
"Oh, I don't want to be repaid for doing my duty, Mr.
my
up
made
surround ed by four times the number of your men, and
I
is
and
patriot,
a
am
"I
Slater," the girl said.
I
that
attempt at resisting will result in the deaths of the
any
British
the
by
away
led
were
mind as soon as you
of the soldiers. "
majority
friends."
your
to
would carry the news
"Who are you?" the comman ding officer, a captain, asked.
"It was kind of you, and we apprecia te what you have
"My name is Dick Slater, and--"
dcne. You will alwl'.l.ys have the Liberty Boys for staunch
"I've heard of you!" the redcoat interject ed.
fri ends."
"You are the comman der of the company of Liberty
"Are you the Liberty Boys?" the girl exclaime d.
_
Boys!" from the other officer, a lieutenan t.
"Yes.''
"I'm glad to know it! I have always wanted to see you,
Dick nodded.
for I have heard so much about you and your splendid work
"You are right," he agreed; "and the Liberty Boys are
for the cause."
outside now and have your force surround ed." ·
Then she said she must be going, and Dick offered to
The two British officers looked at each other a few moaccompa ny her to her home.
in silence, and then the captain said:
ments
"You go on with the boys and the prisoner s, Bob," said
"I guess we had better surrende r."
Dick.
"That is the only thing to do, sir."
"All right."
"Very well; here are our weapons ," and they unbuckle d
the
of
direction
.belts arid ' laid them, ·with the weapons , on the tabh.
Then Dick and Minnie set out in the
their
tavern and Bob joined the party of Liberty Boys and their
"Secure the weapons and then bind the prisoner s' arms."
prisoner s.
ordered Dick, and the Liberty Boys did so.
When Dick and Minnie reached the vicinity of the tavern
"Now, captain, I will trouble you to step out on tha
the girl said:
with me and order your men to surrende r," :;aid
porch
away
slipped
I
Slater.
"I will bid you good-nig ht, Mr.
Dick.
again."
back
slip
without father's knowled ge and will
The captain hated to do this, but had no choice in the
"I understa nd. Well, good-nig ht, Miss Minnie."
so obeyed.
matter,
her
d
re-entere
Then Dick walked onward, while the girl.
British solcliers were about as surprised as men ever
room by climbing up onto the shed-roo f and then thrnugh getThe
to be, / but they obeyed their comman der's order, and
.
the window.
speedily made prisoner s by the Liberty Boys.
were
Liberty
the
after
Dick reached the encampm ent soon
the redcoats 1md the stores are in our hands!"I
"There!
joygreeted
was
he
Boys and their prisoner s got there, and
jubilantl y.
Bob,
d
exclaime
ously by those who had remained in camp.
"Yes," said Dick; "I call this a pretty good night's work."
1'he prisoner s were placed under guard till morning , and
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"Yes; you are looked upon as a public benefactor, for you
taught Ben Bullen a lesson that he has not forgotten."
"He is behaving himself better, is he?"
CAPTURING THE STORES.
"Yes; but, oh, Mr. Slater! that was terrible, his trying to
shoot you! Jerry Wharton told everybody
Dick decided to not start with the captured redcoats and a while there was talk of lynching Ben!" about it, and for
stores until next morning, but he thought it best to send a
"I'm glad they didn't do it, for he didn't hurt me."
messenger to Valley Forge to carry the news of the capture
"No, but he intended to kill you."
to General Washington at once.
"I guess he did, and he would have succeeded, too,
He named Sam Sanderson to carry the message, and that not been for Jerry. He's a fine young fellow, Nettie."had it
youth bridled and saddled his horse and set out at once.
The girl was blushing rosily, and Dick leaped to
Next morning after breakfast the Liberty Boys set out in clusion that she liked the young man in question. the conthe direction of Valley Forge with their prisoners and cap"So that's the way the wind blows, is it?" he remarked,
tured stores.
laughingly. "Well, I repeat it, Miss Nettie, Jerry is a fine
All the youths were happy, with the possible exception of young fellow, and if ever he gets married his bride shall have
Fred Helmuth, and he \Vas both' happy and miserable, for a nice wedding present from me."
1
•he was smitten· with Minnie Holt, and the knowledge that
Nettie blushed more rosily than ever, and then, said
she liked him in return was sufficient cause for him to feel roguishly:
·
happy, and having to leave the vicinity of her home · was
"Begin thinking what the present is to be."
cause for unhappiness.
"Well, don't you think the young lady would like a gold
However, he could go back at once in a while to see Minnie, ring?"
.
·
and this thought .gave him comfort.
·
"Yes, I think any girl would be pleased with a gold ring."
When the Liberty Boys were within six miles of Valley
"Or a gold watch?"
Forge they met Sam Sanderson.
Nettie's eyes glowed, and she uttered an exclamation.
"What did the commander-in-ch ief say?" asked Dick.
"Oh, a gold watch would be just the nicest present in the
"He said for us to go straight to Bordentown, Dick."
world!" she said; "but that would cost more than you ought
"He doesn't want any of the stores at the encampment, to pay out for a present for one who is not a relative."
then."
'
"A watch it shall be!" said Dick; "and as for the cost, you
"No; he said to take them to Bordentown; and, Dick, we must :remember that Jerry saved my life, and that nothing
are to stay there and guard the stores."
can be too costly to give to his wife."
"All right; that will give us something to do, as the
Nettie was greatly pleased, Dick could see, and she pracBritish are likely to try to secure or destroy the stores at tically admitted that she and Jerry were engaged.
any time."
She again asked him to come to the schoolhouse on Fri"That's so."
day afternoon to witness the exercises, and Dick promised
"Did he say what should be done with the prisoners?"
that he would be there, and would be accompanied by a few
\
"Yes; they are to be taken to Valley Forge."
of his comrades.
"I'm glad of that; I don't want to be bothered with them."
Dick introduced Nettie to the Liberty Boys in a body, and
Then Dick sent the prisoners away under charge of twenty they were unanimous in voting her a pl'etty and agreeable
of the Liberty Boys.
girl.
"You join us at Bordentown just as soon as possible," was
One of the youths was very enthusiastic in her praise when
his parting instruction.
she had taken her departure, but Dick laughingly told him he
"Yes, Dick," replied Mark Morrison, who had charge of the had better curb his enthusiasm.
party.
.
"She's promised" to another fellow,'' he said. "So you
The Liberty Boys arriv~d at .their destination that eve- wouldn't have any chance with her."
ning and the stores were left in the wagons overnight.
"That's too bad!" the Liberty Boy said, with a grimace.
Next morning the wagons were unloaded and the provi- "Well, I'm glad that I found it out before I fell very deeply
sions were placed in a strong log building.
.
·
in love."
Bob Estabrook had a dissatisfied look on his face.
Dick told them about receiving the invitation to attend the
Dick saw it and asked the cause.
last day of school exercises, and several of the youths stated
"I'll tell you, old fellow, I'm afraid that this is going to that they would be glad to accompany him.
be mighty tame business, guarding the stores," was the reply.
"All right," he said; "you. may go with me."
Dick smiled and shook his head.
"Is there any danger of your running afoul of Ben Bullen
"I'm not so sure about that," he said.
again, Dick?" asked Bob.
"You think there is a chance that we may have something
"Oh, I guess not. I may see him, but I don't think he will
to do?"
try to injure me."
"Y cs, indeed. The British will quickly learn that the stores
"Well, I'm going along, and if he tries any mean tricks I
have been captured, and the British escort as well, and they will show him a trick that he hasn't heard of."
will also learn that the stores have been brought here; that
Dick laughed.
1means that in all likelihood an effort will be made to cap"I have no fear of him, Bob," he said.
ture them or to destroy them."
"I know that, Dick. A fellow might not be afraid of a dog,
"And that would mean some lively work."
yet the brute might slip up behind and bite him."
"Yes."
"Well, I oughtn't to wish that this would happen; but,
Dick, I don't like this thing of sitting still with nothing to do."
"I know you don't," with a smile. "And, in fact, the maCHAPTER XIII.
jority of the boys are like you in that respect."
"So they are."
THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL.
Three days after the arrival of the youths at Bordentown,
Nettie Mitchell came to the village to buy some ribbons and
When Friday came Dick, Bob and eight more of the Libtrinkets for herself, and' she was surprised and pleased to erty Boys saddled their horses and rode over to the schoolfind Dick there.
house to attend the closing exercises.
He was glad to see her, and asked her if there had been
When they got there they dismounted and tied their
any more spelling matches at the schoolhouse since the one horses to trees and entered the building.
.
he had attended.
The school had just been called to order by the teacher,
"Yes, indeed," was the reply; "but there will be no more, but as soon as he saw Dick he came and shook hands with
for school ends this week."
· him. He greeted Dick's companions pleasantly also, and gave
"Does it?"
the ten good seats.
"Yes; and there is to be speaking and dialogues by the
The building was crowded with the relatives of the pupils,
pupils. You had better come."
who had come to •see \Vhat thei.J: children could do in the way
"When is it to be?"
of "speaking pieces."
"Friday afternoon."
Nettie Mitchell was 'there, of course, and she gave Dick
"I believe I will come, and I'll bring some of my Liberty a bright smile and a pleasant nod, which he returned in kind.
Boys with me."
Jerry Wharton was there also, and saw the exchange of
"Do! Everybody will be glad to see you."
smiles and nods, but he was not a bit jealous as a result. He
"Will they?"
was a sensible young fellow, and, besides, Nettie had told
CHAPTER XII.
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told him that Bob, indica tng presen t and, calling -the teache r by name,
speak a piece.
to
d
him that she was to have a gold watch forg atoweddi
please
be
would
friend,
his
ing
fear from Dick
," Dick
from Dick, and Jerry knew he had nothin
"He was alway s the star perfor mer at our school
entert ain the
to
able
be
as a i·ival.
will
he
that
think
I
"and
ned,
explai
and
He was close enoug h to Dick to shake hands with him,
people presen t."
give us a
this he aid.
"We shall be very glad, indeed , to have him
nced.
comme
ses
t that all preseviden
was
it
· Then the exerci
an<l
said,
r
teache
the
on,''
selecti
a little
heads vigoro usly,
The first thing on the progra m was a "piece " by
few lines, ent were in for it, for they nodded their
"Yes, yes!"
ed,
exclaim
boy of seven years. He did fairly well for the first
ones
er
young
the
of
many
and
ered, stoppe d and
of this kind. He
affairs
in
ard
and then he becam e frighte ned, stamm
backw
all
at
not
was
Bob
sobbin g as
finally , yieldin g to his fears, bolted to his seat,
nce, and he at once rose and took his
assura
of
plenty
had
over the audien ce
thoug h his heart was broken .
the cover place on the platfo rm. He looked around
face up so comichis
d
The specta tors applau ded vigoro usly, and under
screwe
and
r
manne
ar
peculi
a
such
l equilib rium. in
spoken a word.
had
he
before
of the noise the little chap regain ed his menta
even
loudly
d
laughe
all
that
ally
platThen a girl about the same age took her place on the
stoppe d laughi ng and then said in
they
till
waited
Bob
form and began speaki ng a piece.
• mock anger:
speak
"If you're going to laugh at me that way I won't
elam,
e-littl
haddl
"Mary
piece."
the
sion than
'Tsflee ce was white as-sn ow;
Again the audien ce laughe d, more at Bob's expres
Nev'ry where 't Mary -went ,
began.
he
down
d
quiete
they
when
and
words,
at his
Th' fleece, it-had t'go."
and when he got
He spoke the piece, "A smack in School," with
their laughroof
the
raised
nearly
ce
audien
the
h
the little throug
The crowd burst into loud laught er at this,toand
t.
deligh
of
shouts
her mothe r, ter and
Bob's mangirl, demor alized by the mirth, ran crying
It was the best piece they had ever heard, and convulsed
ded in
were
they
that
y
who, half laughi ng and half crying hersel f, soon succee
greatl
so
added
it
ing
ner of render
of the audien ce almos t fell
reassu ring the little one.
t-old fash- with mirth. Some of the memb ers
their laught er. One young
Dick had a few pieces of candy in his pocke
was
le
trollab
uncon
so
a box in one of off the seats,
ioned molass es candy that he had found in he
been chewin g tobacco drew the cud down his
had
who
fellow
little
the
gave
-:-and
British
the
ace of chokin g to
the wagon s captur ed from
st person in throat in laughi ng and came within an
girl a couple of pieces , makin g her the happie
death.
stuff
the
with
dress
her
ing
its risible s, so to 1
the i·oom. She was soon smear
At last the audien ce regain ed contro l of ag'in!"
"Yes, do!"
and smilin g broadl y.
and then cries of "Speak it
er;
howev
speak,
hisfor
ate
candid
next
the
A boy of ten or twelve was
it again! " were heard on every hand.
speak
must
"You
in
piece
his
h
throug
get
to
with fully!
trionic honors , and he manag ed
Bob was willing, and he recited the piece again,
d loudly.
a fairly satisfa ctory manne r, and was cheere
greete d the first recital . The audien ce
had
as
effect
good
as
than
better
even
did
and
minute s
A girl of about his age followed,
was again convulsed with mirth, and it was fifteen
ing.
· he had done, and the applau se was deafen succes
quiete d down.
got
people
the
before
mathe
sful,
very
From that on the exerci ses were
Then they wante d Bob to speak anothe r piece.
some of
jority of the pupils doing very well indeed. And
"Do speak anothe r piece! "
of
sed
p9sses
be
to
lves
the older ones really showe d themse
yes!"
"Yes,
consid erable orator ical ability .
"Give us someth ing funny! "
ed a numDick, Bob and the other Libert y Boys had attend
"That' s right; we like ter laff!"
homes in Westly
ber of such affairs at the school near theiralway
Such were a few of of the cries, and Bob good-n atured
it
d
enjoye
s
cheste r County , New York, and they had , and had alway s complied, recitin g anothe r funny selecti on that he had often
pupils
gather ings with great effect.
greatl y, They had taken part, also, as
of it. Bob had recited at school and at school
manag ed to get a good deal of pleasu re outalway
y piece withou t any sentim ental
comed
ht
straig
a
was
It
ed
depend
s
ce.
been the humor ist of the school, and he was
house, " so aspect , and it captur ed the audien
, and many
on to speak a piece that would "bring · down the
They laughe d till the tears ran down their cheeks
to speak.
to place their hands to their sides,
seen
were
ones
older
the
of
a
spoken
had
There was one piece in partic ular that Bobenterta inmen ts, they having laughe d so hearti ly that they had got pains in
dozen times, not only at the last day of school it
so amus- their sides.
complied,
but at social gather ings and other places , and s.wasIt was enThey called out to Bob to speak it again, and he time
hearer
the
se
thari
convul
to
failed
never
it
vely the second
that
effecti
ing
more
piece
the
ing
render
kissed
who
a boy
possible.
were
titled "A Smack in School," and told about
that
if
first,
the
had
he
ed
depict
the scene
ing man ora girl who sat near him in school hours. In somet
Even the teache r, a solemn -faced , funere al-lookeviden
hing on the
t that
the teache r was suppos ed to be writin gIt was the!}
the tears came, and it was
till
d
laughe
y,
dinaril
so
that,
seldom did.
he
as
f
blackb oard with his back to the pupils .
himsel
ng
enjoyi
was
he
,
1
·
anothe r piece,
the lines ran,
There were cries from all over the room forthem
a pathet ic
this time he gave
but
ed;
compli
Bob
so
and
"And now, behind the teache r's back
as good as in comedy.
fully
was
he
which
at
piece,
.
more
Rose loud and clear, a startli ng smack
He broug ht tears to the eyes of all, and some of the
'What 's that!' the startle d t eacher cried;
aloud.
sobbed
ly
actual
ed
-heart
tender
was that,
'That, thir,' a little miss replied ,
It was wonde rful, but the secret of Bob's power
'Wath Willia m Willith , if you pleath e; '
and life and could alway s
humor
of
full
chock
was
he
while
.
,,
hearte d
'I thaw him kith Thusa nnah Peathe !'
get fun out of almos t anythi ng, he was yet as tender
with the sorrow ful anci
thize
sympa
could
and
,
woman
any
as
this
of
e
Of course , the teache r was very angry becaus
equall y. power ful in either humor
ng finger at Wil- sufferi ng. This made him
breach of discipline, and, pointi ng an accusihe
.
pathos
or
Sukissed
anothe r piece,
liam, inquir ed sternly if it were true that it had
The audien ce wanted him to .go on and speak
wa's true, and
d, saying that the teache r wante d to
sannah Pease. Willia m acknow ledged that that,
decline
ngly
laughi
he
but
would want
then in extenu ation of his conduc t explai ned
get away from the schoolhouse, and that the men
in time to get suppe r.
home
get
to
'vives
their
folks crowded
"When Susan nah shook her curls
This ended the enterta inmen t, and the young told
him how
And whispe red, 'You'r e afraid of girls,'
hands with him, and
shook
and
Bob
around
I couldn 't stand. it, sir, at all;
One buxom marrie d woman /
them.
ted
deligh
had
he
much
him.
But up and kissed her on the spot threw her arms around Bob's neck and kissed
! know that I had ought to not,
School!" cried Netje Mitchell, and
in
k
'Smac
a
was
"That
the exBut someh ow from her looks- boo-h oo;
Bob preten ded to be alarme d and looked around , with
I kind of though t she wished me to!"
clamat ion:
"Grea t guns! did the teache r hear it?"
arouse
Bob
Dick, with the memo ry of the fun that Bobbecould
This raised a loud laugh, and when it had died down
idea
a gooc;
with this piece, whispe red to him that it would
ed:
exclaim
do
would
d is
for him to speak it. Bob grinne d and replied that he
"Than k you, ma'am , for the kiss, but if your husban
hit me
so if Dick would get the teache r to ask him.
here he will likely stand at ~he door as I go out and
..
"All right, I'll do it."
rose over the head with a club!"
When the regula r progra m had been concluded Dick
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"I guess he won't," the woman laughed; "I told him I was
going to do it to set a good example before the girls, and all
I can say is that they are not as smart as I thought they
were, for they haven't taken advantag e of their opportun
ity
1or followed the example set them at all."
"No, but we will!" cried one jolly maiden, and she gave
Bob a hearty kiss.
Others followed suit, and there was a lively time for a
minutes, but Bob finally made his. escape, crying as he few
ran
toward the door:
"Great guns! how you must hate me, girls! There are
fifty young fellows here who will take a deiight in putting a
bullet into me for this!"
"No they won't!!' a girl cried; "if they bother you we will
never speak to them again!"
"You are not to blame," another girl cried; "if you kissed
it was because 'you rather thought we wished you to,"
lus
and it is nobody else's business ."
; This occasioned a laugh, and the people dispersed to go to
1their homes, all feeling happy and in the best humor imaginable.
They cheered the Liberty Boys as they rode away, and the
youths returned the cheers and waved their hats in farewell as they rode around a bend in
lfrom the sight of their friends. . the road and disappea red·
"How did you enjoy yourselv es, boy?" asked Dick.
The youths said they had enjoyed themselv es fine.
"I certainly enjoyed myself," grinned Bob.
"I should think you did!" said Ben Spurlock . "Who wouldn't
enjoy being kissed by a score or more of pretty girls?"
"Well," grinned Bob; "it wasn't half bad, but you must re/member , Benny, my boy, that it is possible to have too much
'of even a good thing."

!

CHAPTE R XIV.
BEN BULLEN'S FATE.

as he did so a wild yell of terror, evidently , escaped his lips.
"Hello, what does that mean?" cried Bob.
"I don't know," from Dick.
"Vie will know soon," said Sam Sanderso n.
A few mmomen ts later they discover ed what had happene d
to Ben Bullen:
He had fallen into a pit that had been made for the purpose of capturin g wild animals.
And that there was some kind of a wild animal in the pit
now was evident, for the youths heard fierce growls and also
shrieks of pain as they reached the edge of the pit.
They looked down and were horrified to see Ben Bullen
lying flat on his back with a panther on top of him! The beast
had the youth by the throat, and it was evident that the career of Ben was to end then and there. Indeed, the would-be
assassin was in his death-th roes as the Liberty Boys appeared .
"Jove, this is terrible! " cried Dick.
"Yes,'' agreed Bob; "the fellow deserved death, undoubtedly, but this does seem to be pretty bad."
"Shoot the brute!" cried Dick, and he leveled a pistol and
fired at the panther as he spoke.
The beast gave utteranc e to a shriek of pain and rage and
let go its hold of its victim's throat and glared fiercely up
at the youths.
The others had drawn pistols, and they now fired, being
careful to take aim, and the result was•tha t the panther
fell
over and began struggli ng in its death-ag onies.
"We've settled him!" cried B()b.
"But not quick enough to save Ben Bullen!" from Mark
Morrison.
"No, he's dead as a doornail. "
They stood there looking down upon the dead youth and the
wounded panther, and they put in the time reloadin g their
pistols.
By the time they had finished doing this the panther was
dead, and then the youths looked at one another inquiring
ly.
"What is to be done with the dead body, Dick?" asked Sam.
"We will stop at the next house we come to and tell them
about it," was Dick's reply. "And they will come and give it
burial."
·
"And inform Ben Bullen's folks of his death," added Bob.
"Yes."
They made their way back to where 'fl eir
stood,
and Dick got his .hat and put it on; then·the y horses
mounted and
rode on down the road. Half a mile away they came to a
house, and here they stopped and told the story of Ben
Bullen's death and describe d the location of the pit where
the dead body lay.
The . man said he would carrv the news of Ben's death to
his folk;s, and that then they \vould get the body out
of the
pit and give it burial, and the youths rode onward.
"It was a horrible death for Ben Bullen to die " said Bob·
"but he deserved it, and now that he is out of the way i
shall feel better for he might have succeeded in killing you
sooner or later, 'nick."
"True" agreed Dick· "as you say he brought it upon
himself.:'
'
'
Half an hour later they arrived at Bordento wn and settled
down to the work of guarding the stores
·

The youths rode along in silence for a few minutes, and
then Bob suddenly exclaime d:
"Oh, I forgot, Dick! Was that fellow Ben Bullen there?"
Dick started.
"I had forgotte n about him myself," he said. "No, he
wasn't there, Bob. At any rate I d.idn't se~,,him."
"No wonder you forgot about him, Bob. laughed Sam
Sand~rson;d h
b
.
dd .
'f h
."Well, 1
ave. e~n u:p an omg 1 e h a d b een t h ere an d
tned to ha1·m Dick, said Bob.
"I don't doubt that," was ~he reply.
.
, And al~ t~e youths knew this to be .trui:; much ~s he liked
fun and Jollity, Bob would stop anythrng m that lme to take
part in a fight or a battle,
.
. .. .
.
He was naturally of a pugnacio us d1spos1t!On,
the fll'st
thing with him when anyone said anything he didand
no~ like was
to knock t11e fellow's head off, or at least knock him down.
"I ~vould have liked .to have got a look at ,the fellow," said
Bob, m .a ~·egretful voice.
.
.
, At this mstant there came the sharp crack 01: a nfle
the timber at the roadside , and a bullet knocked I?ick'sfrom
hat
off, and just grazed the top of his head.
Cries of constern ation and anger escaped the lips of tne
youths, and they brought their horses to a standstii l quickly
and leaped to the ground and ran toward the po'nt from
CHAPT ER XV.
' which the shot had been fired. This was easily distingui shed,
for smoke was curling upward from behind a certain tree.
GUARDING THE STORES.
As they dashed forward they caught sight of a youth of
about their own age running away at the top of his speed.
About noon two or three days later Dick decided to go
"It's Ben Bullen!" cried Dick.
the river toward Philadel phia on a scouting expeditio n. down
"I thought so !" from Bob, grimly. "Well, I'll see if I can
All had been so quiet and peaceful at Bordento wn that the
1put a bullet into Ben Bullen! "
Liberty Boys had become suspiciou s that trouble was brewing.
He drew a pistol as he spoke and fired.
He told l3ob that he believed
It was a quick shot, of course, but Bob was expert :it this, someti!1~ c comes before a storm.it to be simply the calm that
and a wild yell went up from the fugitive, proving that the
"I hope so," said Bob.
bullet had hit him somewhe re.
"Oh, you fool;sh boy!" laugh~d Dick. "You always want
The wound must have been only a slight one. however , to fight, even if you know you may
get thrashed ."
·for the would-be assassin kept on running as swiftly as ever.
"Well, I don't like to rust out, old fellow."
Indeed, if anything he increa~>e d his speed a triile.
. "I don't think there is much danger of your doing so."
"Give it to him, boys!" cried Bob; "let's kill the scoundre l 1 "I'm glad
there isn't."
if we, can! He's a snake in the grass. Give it to him!"
mounted his horse and rode southwa rd.
•The youths all drew pistols and fired, but Ben Bullen I Dick
He
remained on the east side of the .'.Delaware , for he
seemed to bear a charmed lifo, for he kept right on running.
that he could see what might be going on on the
If he was hit by any of the bullets the wounds were ·1ot of thought
other
side
of the river, and yet be safe himself.
a characte r to incapaci tate him for getting over the ground.
He
rode
Suddenly the fugitive disappea red from 15ight, however , and of haste. along at a moderat e pace, for there was no need
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"No, I suppo se not."
be had down at
and Dick really
Then Dick asked if there was a boat to
The road was good and the day was fine,
ride.
.
enjoy ed t'he
to see at a
for he knew that there theIt river
was not yet so dark as to make it impo ssible
Of cours e, he was on his guardn,, and
be redt
migh
there
regio
the
1gh
thro~
ce.
were Torie s all
s there and lose
far as that was con- little distan
"Wh at if I should get into troub le acros
coats over on that side of the river , so
.
asked
Dick
?"
arine
Miss Cath
cerne d.
I hope that you
on guard , anyw ay. your boat,
It was secon d natur e with Dick to stbeoppo site the city of
"Tha t would be all right , Mr. Slate r; but
almo
point
a
at
was
At last Dick
won' t have any troub le."
Phila delph ia.
"I hope so."
towa rd
s
acros
gazed
and
into the boat.
knoll
a
of
top
the
He paus ed on
Then he bade her good -by and gotback
?" the girl asked .
will be
you
·
think
you
do
the city.
n
"Whe
and
to wait till night fall
ly befor e midn ight."
He wond ered if it woul d pay himia.
"Like
·
the nigh t?"
then go acros s and enter Phila delph
"And you will come to our house and spend
matio n of value ?"
"Wou ld I be likely to secur e any infor
"Yes, Miss Cath arine ."
he asked hims elf.
"Ver y well; good -nigh t."
he could not answ er,
This was, of cours e, a quest ion that
"Goo d-nig ht."
dely
final
and
ht,
thoug
into the river an.d
le
derab
consi
er
but he gave the matt
Dick took up the oars and rowe d out
night till
ity
vicin
the
in
in
rema
d
woul
he
cided that at least
headed acros s towa rd the city. it was not a very long pull
·
WL
The light s were visible, and
ht.
"The n I'll decide what to do," he thoug
s the strea m.
acros
the
hous e down at
side Dick slowed
He looked abou t him and noted a farm
As he appro ached the whar f on the other
d slowl y and noise lessly
move
it
and
boat
.
the
of
foot of the hill.
speed
the
let
er, if they will
"I'll ride down there and stay to supp
throu gh the wate r.
the river -fron t,"
me stay, " he thoug ht.
"The re are likely enou gh senti nels along
it
wore
m
seldo
he
as
on,
rm
unifo
his
ht.
thoug
Dick did not have
's
youth
the
was
ring exped itions .
.
when out on scout ing and recon noite
Close r and close r to the whar f he drew
dism ounte d.
boat woul d not be
his
that
so
gh
enou
dark
He rode up in front of the house andadvan
now
was
It
ced to the door
nce.
dista
short
vel'y
a
Leav ing his horse stand ing, Dick
at
s
unles
e
an
visibl
ant-l ookin g wom
the sound of footand knock ed. It was open ed by a pleas
Dick listen ed inten tly, but did not hear
f.
whar.
of perha ps forty years of age.
the
on
steps
keep ing very quiet ,"
"Goo d-aft ernoo n, mada m," said Dick.
"If there is a senti nel near here is is
the reply .
ht.
"Goo d-aft ernoo n 'to thee, sir," wasthen
thoug
's
youth
the
was
aloud he sa~d:
nly it bump ed
"A Quak er lady, " thou ght Dick ; lady,
Close r still the boat drew , and then sudde
if you have no ob.
"I wish to stay here till eveni ng, er and for feed for my again st the uprig ht post of the whar f.
night , and Dick
jectio ns; I will pay Y\>U for my supp
It sounded quite loud in the stilln essel.of the
sentin
a
by
heard
horse ." be
d
woul
it
; "and the food and feare d
the air rose the
"Tho u art welco me, sir," was the reply
His fears were realiz ed, for sudde nly on
nothi ng."
feed for thy horse shall cost thee my
enge.
chall
sharp
horse to the stabl e."
"Tha nk you, lady. I will lead
"Who is there !"
to atten d to the
"My husb and is dead, sir, so thou wilt have
.
matt er thyse lf," was the i·eply
"I shall be glad to do so."
ed to the stabl e,
CHA PTER XVI.
Then Dick whis tled to Majo r and walk
·
the hltel ligen t anim al follo wing .
r and given him a genIN THE QUAKER CITY.
Havi ng unbri dled and unsad dle Majo
went to the house .
erous porti on of oats and hay, Dickarine
Sayle . the wido w's
Dick 'made no reply .
Here he was intro duce d to Cath
d and the boat move d
girl of ninet een years .
He caug ht hold of the post and pulle
daug hter, and a prett y and intell igent
runde
to
.
given
been
f.
had
whar
he
the
r
for
silen tly in unde
Dick gave his real name ,
stern er this time:
lly inclined.
Agai n came the chall enge, sharp er and
stand that the two were patri otica
t
abou
men
no
were
there
for
!"
"Who is there
· They had neve r heard of him,
·
t the war.
Dick main taine d absol ute silence.
to talk and tell them the news abouwar
ever
head.
had
they
than
the
Then he heard foots teps almo st above his
Dick told them more abou t
were quite deepl y in
He heard a voice say:
heard befor e, and he found that theywoul d help the patri ots,
they
"Brin g a lante rn, Jim.' '
teres ted, and they both said thatso.
soon as the lante n1
"Jove , they will disco ver my prese nce as
if ever they got a clu~nce to do
Cath
said
"
case,
the
Dick.
be
is broug ht!" thoug ht
"Whi ch I don't ·supp ose will ever
n push ing the boat along
He took one of the oars and begaused
. arine .
that
s
as a pole.
thing
are
oar
there
ugh
"Poss ibly not," said Dick . "Tho For insta nce, if you were paral lel to the shore , with the
that
.
made very good prog ress, and he hoped
he
way
this
In
you could do if the neces sity arose
to make an attac k on he would be able to get so far away by the time the redco ats
to learn that the Briti sh were going
d not be able to see
the patri ots."
got the lante rn into use that they woul
some patri ots you could go and warn
d.
him.
"Yes , I could do that, " the girl agree
than one hund red
ande r of the comIn this he was succe ssful, for he was more
Dick told them that he was the comm
rty Boys of '7G, and that yards away when he saw the lante rn lowe red over the edge
pany of youth s know n as the Libe
in guard ing store s of the whar f.
they we e statio ned at Bord entow n enga ged
.
from the lante rn, and
.
place
at that
He was far outsi de the radiu s of light
a good deal and did
e.
cours
of
him,
see
not
did
Cath arine was in the sittin g-roo m quite
ats
was a brigh t girl and the redco hear what they said, howe ver, and their rema rks
her best to enter tain the youth . She
He could
se
heari ng her talk.
ed
enjoy
Dick
fc
well,
were surpr ised and disap point ed becau
very
eded
· succe
well-to-do, havin g a showed thatseethey
'
y.
nobod
He learn ed that the widow was fairly
could
a neigh bor on share s, and they
" he heard one say;
good farm , which·. was work ed by arine
"The re must have been somebody here,could
a good living .
have made it."
Cath
else
and
ng
s
nothi
Sayle
and
,
Mrs.
ed
bump
yield
loud
this
to the table with his "I heard a e has the perso n gone ?" anoth er voice asked .
Whe n supp er was ready Dick sat up
"But wher
ily. He knew that they
hoste ss and her daug hter and ate heart
"Tha t is t he quest ion."
meal was a splen the
f.''
for
le,
troub
of
deal
goo<l
a
to
gone
had
"He has likely gone up or down the whar
if7"
th
did and appe tizin g one.
ernea
"Und
gave
and
r·
Majo
red
Afte r supp er Dick went out and wate
"Just as like as not."
ned to the hous e and
down it and we'll
him sume more hay; then he retur
"Well, you go up the whar f and I'll go
ion.
ersat
conv
in
arine
Cath
and
s
.''
Sayle
fellow
Mrs.
the
ged
find
enga
ing of cross ing the see if we can
When he told them that he was think
"But we have only one lante rn.''
us, and t he girl said
serio
look
they
city
the
ing
enter
and
river
"Well, you take it.''
do.
to
thing
erous
him in case he
that she thoug ht that would be a dang
"All right ; but you won' t be able to $ee
it,"
with
cted
conne
er
dang
less
or
more
be
will
there
l,
'
"Wel
went that way.'
me."
said Dick ; "but I cann ot let dang er deter
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"I have good ears and may hear him."
"Not so fast, young fellow! I guess you had better stay
"That's so."
and give my comrades a chance to square accounts with you."
"I'm glad the fellow .without the lantern is coming my way,"
But Dick did not wish to do anything of the kind, and so
thought Dick.
he struck out straight from the shoulder, and down the big
Presently he reached a point 'vhere there was a break in redcoat went", kerthump.
the wharf.
Then he darted around a nearby corner and dashed down
He decided to disembark.
the street in the direction of the river at the top of his speed.
He tied the boat's painter to a post and stepped ashore.
There was a brief period of calm, and then it seemed as
Up the wharf he heard the sound of the sentinel's foot- though Bdlam had suddenly broken loose.
steps.
There were shouts and yells, and then the sound of hurry"I'll make myself scarce before he gets here," was Dick's ing feet.
thought.
"Stop him!"
He hastened away in the darkness.
"Shoot him!"
A street ran toward the heart of the city at this point, and
"Kill him'"
Dick made his way up this street.
"Don't let' him escape!"
There were no street-lamp s, so it was so dark that the
"He's a rebel spy!"
sentinel could not see the youth.
Such were a few of the exclamation given utterance to,
Dick made good headway, considering the darkness and and Dick realized that if he should be scaptured
it would be
that he had to be careful not to make any noise.
bad for him. He would be taken before
British comTwo or three blocks were traversed, and then Dick · saw mander-in- chief likely enough, and General the
Howe, the officer
that there was a main street not far distant. He could see in question, knew Dick by sight and would recognize
him.
street-lamp s and pedestrians .
That would mean the youth's death, either by rope or by
He soon reached the street and turned to the right and bullet.
moved along with the people.
No, he must not permit himself to be captured!
There were a great many people on the street, and among
Dick was a splendid runner, and he ran now as he had
them were large numbers of British soldiers.
never run before.
Dick listened to the conversatio n of the soldiers as much as
He knew that he was drawing away from his pursuers, for
possible, but did not learn anything of value.
the sound of the voices grew fainter and fainter.
He spent a couple of hours in this manner, and finally
"I guess I'll succeed in getting away," he thought. And he
became discouraged .
was right, for presently he reached the point where his boat"It is a waste of time to stay here," he thought. "I guess lay, leaped in, cut the painter and rowed hastily out into
the
I will go back and get into the boat and cross the river."
stream.
He turned and walked back down the main street. He
~valked faster, now that he had a definite object in view, and
in passing a party of four redcoats he accidentally jostled
CHAPTER XVII:
the one next to him. The redcoat had been drinking and was
in a quarrelsom e mood, evidently, for he whirled with an
angry exclamation and struck Dick a sharp blow, saying:
PURSUED.
"Take that, you awkw,a.rd lout!"
Dick was not the youth to take this tamely.
He had taken only
He was not so hot-headed as was the case with Bob, but he called out sternly: a few strokes with his oars when a voice
believed in holding up for himself, and he regained his bal"Stop! Stop!"
ance and, leaping forward, struck the redcoat a hard blow, · Dick kept on rowing.
knocking him down.
"Stop, or J will fire!"
.;,-rr
This made the "redcoat's comrades angry, and they leaped
The sentinel had heard Dick, but could not see him, the
toward Dick and attacked him fiercely.
youth was sure.
They struck out rapidly and with all their force. Doubtless
Dick knew
was danger that he might be· hit if the
they expected to make quick work of it, but they were des- sentinel fired, there
but he was willing to take the chances.
tined to be surprised and disappointe d.
It would be an accident if he was struck by a bullet in •
Dick1 was exceedingly ·agile and very quick in his mov~- the dark.
ments, and he managed to keep from being hit by the fists of
He continued to row, but he was careful to make just as
the redcoats till they became tired, and then he delivered sev- little noise as possible.
era! blows in quick succession, knocking the three down one
Suddenly a report broke the stillness.
after the other. The first one that had been knocked down
Crack!
was just scrambling to his feet, .and he went down again
The sentinel had fired.
with his comrades on top of him.
Whir-r-r-r- r!
There was considerabl e excitement in the vicinity by. this
The bullet whistled past Dick's head; but so close did it
time.
come that he felt the air against his face.
The word had gone out that a fight was in prograss, and a
"Jove, that was a close call!" the youth thought.
great crowd had collected, eager to witness the affair.
He bent to the oars
rowed harder than ever. He feared
When they saw ~hat it was one young fellow against four the next bullet might and
find lodgment in his body.
stalwart B1·itish soldiers they laughed derisively, and the
The sentinel did not fire again, however. Doubtless he
thought that was in their minds was that it would not be thought it a waste
of ammunition .
much of a fight. But when they saw the four redcoats lying
By the time the youth's late pursuers reached the wharf
in a pile, knocked down by the one youth, they stared in he was out in the
middle of the stream.
amazement and wonder.
'
He could hear and understand part of what was said, and
They could hardly believe the evidence of their own eye- he heard voices calling
out, "Get a boat! Get a boat!"
sight.
"Let them get a boat if they want to," thought Dick; "they
Thev could not understand it.
can't catch me before I get across the river."
"We11, well!"
He was not long in reaching the farther shore, and he
"That beats anything I ever saw!"
rowed up the little creek and disembarke d.
"Whoever would have thought it!"
There was still enough of the painter left for the purpose,
"You fellow, you're a wonder!"
and Dick tied it to a tree. Then he hastened away in the
"They'll kill you when they get up!"
direction of the Widow Sayles' home.
This last remark was quite in line with Dick's own ideas
Dick did not go
the house, however. He feared the redon the subject. He feared that as soon as the redcoats got coats would come to
there
in search of him, and he wished to
to their feet they would make an attack with weapons.
make it easy for the woman and her daughter by making it
He decided that the best thing he could do was to get · possible for them
to
truthfully tell the redcoats that he was
away before they got up.
not there. .
He made his way through the crowd as swiftly as possible.
"Then, after they have gone away, I will go to the house,"
"Let me pass!" he said; "! don't want any more trouble he thought .
. with those fellows."
He remained
edge of the timber back of the stable,
The crowd parted to let him through, but at the outer edge and, taking up inhistheposition
behind a tree, waited for the
there was a big redcoat, who stepped in front of Dick and coming of his enemies.
said, threatening ly:
He did not have to wait long.
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"My Liberty Boys will be uneasy if I stay away too long,"
Perhaps ten minutes passed, and then he heard voices and
footsteps.
·
~~d.
.
He offered to pay the widow for keeping him overmght
"They are coming!" the youth exclaimed to himself.
He flattened himself against the tree and stood perfectly and for his supper and breakfast, as well as .for the feed for
still.
his horse, but she would not listen to such a thing.
,
"Thee art welcome, Mr. Slater," she said. "I want no pay.'
The footsteps and voices came closer and closer, and pres"No, indeed!" from Cat4arine.
.
ently the youth saw dark, shadowy forms passing within a
Dick went to the stable and bridled and saddled MaJOl'
few yards of him.
""'! e'll see if he has taken refuge in the house," Dick heard aiid led him around to the front of the house. Then he said
good-by to the widow and her daughter after thanking them
a voice say.
for their hospitality, and mounted and rode away at a gallop.
"I hardly think he would do so," from another redcoat.
He reached Bordentown without adventure of any kind, and
"Hard telling. He may be there."
was given a hearty welcome by the Liberty Boys.
"True; it will do no harnl. to see."
"We had begun to be uneasy ab.out you, Dick," said Bob.
Dick moved forward and took up a position just behind
The others said the same.
the corner of the stable, where he could see and listen
handily.
"What kept you?" asked Mark Morrison.
·
"I went over into Philadelphia to see if I could learn any·
He heard the noise of the footsteps cease suddenly, and
thing of importance, Mark."
then there sounded a knocking on the door.
.
"Did you succeed?" asked Sam Sanderson.
Then there was silence for a few moments, after which
"No."
sounded another knocking on the door.
"Have you any adventures?" asked Bob, eagei:ly.
A few moments later Dick saw the do.or open, and standing
"Well, yes," said Dick; and then he told of lus encounter
there, candle in hand, was the widow.
with the four redcoats and his flight, pursued by the redcoats.
"How do you do, madam?" said one of the redcoats.
The youths listened with intense interest.
"Who are thou, and what · dost thee want>?" the widow
"Jove, I wish I had been there!" exclaimed Bob.
asked.
"And I! And I!" from others.
"We are looking for a rebel spy that was over in the city,
"It was as well that none of you were there, boys, for had
madam. We chased him across the river and thought that it
there been a number of us, some of us would have been cap·
was possible that he came here."
tured, whereas I was able to escape."
"No, sir; he did not come here."
"That's true," agreed Sam Sanderson.
"I have no doubt that you are telling the truth, madam;
"Yes, you're right, Dick,'' from Mark Morrison.
but we must come in and search for him."
"They would have a hard time capturing me!" declared
"Search my house?"
Bob, grimly.
"Yes."
·
"But I have told thee that he did not come here."
"I know that; but our commanders will ask us if we
CHAPTER XVIII.
searched the house for him, and we must be able to reply
that we did."
THE QUAKER ¥AIDEN'S WARNING.
"Very well; I cannot prevent thee from doing so."
She stepped back and the redcoats entered.
It was about nine in the morning.
They were in the house half an hour at least, and then
.
. .
The place was Bordentown. .
they again appeared.
The Liberty Boys were out m the open air enJoymg themThey paused just outside the door and the leader said to selves, foi· it was a beautiful· day.
·
the widow:
Suddenly Bob uttered an exclamation:
"I'm sorry that we disturbed you, madam; but we had to
"Look yonder, .Dick!"
do our duty."
The youth in question looked down the road toward the
Then they turned and strode away and the woman closed south and saw a woman on horseback approaching at a gallop.
the door.
Indeed the house was running at its best speed.
The redcoats walked past within a few yards of Dick and
"What does· it mean, Dick?"
did not suspect his presence.
"I don't know."
When they were out of hearing he left his po:oition behind
"I wonder who the woman is?"
the corner of the stable and made his way to the house and
"I don't know that, either."
knocked.
The youths were all watching the approaching horse-woman
S.oon footsteps were heard and then the door opened, show- now, and presently Mark Morrison said:
.
ing Mrs. Sayles standing there, candle in hand.
"It's a girl."
She recognized Dick at once.
Then Dick uttered an exclamation.
"Ah, Mr. Slater, come in,'' she invited.
"I know her," he died; "it is Catharine Styles, the Quaker
Dick entered and found Catharine standing in the hall. maiden I told you about."
She gave the youth a pleasant grewting.
"I wonder why she is way up here?"
With an apprehensive glance out through the doorway the
"That is the question. And I wonder why she is riding
widow closed the door.
so fast?"
"Some British soldiers were here looking for you!" said
"We will soon know."
the girl.
Closer and closer came the young horsewoman.
Dick nodded . .
The youths opened a way and the horse dashed into the
"I saw them,'' he said.
encampment.
"Where were you?"
One of the Liberty Boys grasped the horse's bridle ano
"Behind the stable."
brought it to a sudden pause.
Then Dick told them of his adventures in the city, and ended
The pretty Quaker maiden was so overcome with exciteby saying that if they did not wish him to do so he would ment that she fainted.
not stay there till morning.
I
As she fell from the saddle Dick caught her in his arms.
One of the Liberty Boys quickly spread a blanket on the
"I don't want to run any risk of causing you trouble," he
ground and Dick placed the unconscious girl on it.
said.
Another youth brought some water and Dick bathed· Cath"I don't think there is any danger," said Catharine.
"No,'' said the widow; "the British have been here and will arine's face, whit:h had the ef~ect presently of bringing her to.
She looked wildly around her, and then presently she rec·
not be likely to return."
. A little later they decided to go to bed, and Dick was ognized Dick and exclaimed:
'
"Oh, Mr. Slater!"
shown · to a neat room upstairs. Everything was neat and
"What is it, Miss Catharine?" gently.
clean, and the Liberty Boys quickly undressed and got in bed.
It seemed to him that he scarcely touched the bed before he
"The British-the British are coming-up here to-try to
was asleep, and when morning came and he awoke he could capture-the stores!"
"How are they coming?"
scarcely believe that the time had passed so quickly.
When he got downstairs he found that breakfast was ready,
"In boats."
and a good breakiast it was, consisting of ham and gravy,. "And where are they now?"
fried eggs, bread and butter and coffee.
"About four miles down the river. I saw them as I was
Dick ate heartily, and then said he would have to be going. coming."
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Then the girl tol~ how she had made the discovery that the
redcoats were commg up to attack the garrison at Bordentown and try to capture the stores
. She said that she had not yet gon~ to bed at ten o'clock the
mg ht. before, and that she had happened to look out toward
the city and had seen a large number of lanterns moving
a_bout on the wharf. She had become curious at once and
frnally s~e went down a;nd got in her boat and rowed siowly
and cautiously across till she was close to the point where
the redcoats were at work. She listened and watched and
learned from s~~aps of conv~rsation that ca111e to her he~ring
that an expedition was gomg up the river to Bordentown.
Then she had gone back to her home, arriving there about
half-past. eleven, and after a talk with her mother had bridled
and saddled her horse and star ted to come up to Botdentown
to ..warn the Liberty Boys of their danger.
.· X: ou hav~ done us a great service," said Dick; "for the
11ve1 bends m such a way that we would not have discovered
the approach of the British until they were close at hand
doubtless."
·
'
Then he conducted Catharine to a nearby house and told
the woma~ to cook the girl some breakfast.
Then Dick hastened out and began making preparations
for the reception of the British.
The youths were eager for the encounter.
1:'hey had not had a battle 'vith the redcoats for quite a
wh.11~, and were glad that they were to have a chance at the
British.
It did not take long to get things in shape for defense .a nd
then the youths waited patiently for the enemy to appe;r.
An hour passed, and then the redcoats came into sight
ru:ound the bend in the river.
The flotilla consisted of two row-galleys and a number of
flat-bottomed boats cap!tble of holding six or eight men.
The redcoats headed m to the shore half a mile down the
stream and began disembarking.
"They are going to attack by land " said Bob
"Yes," said Dick.
'
·
The British landed and then advanced toward the heights.
Bor~ent_own was on a h~gh piece of ground.
Dick mstructed the Liberty Boys to get ready for work.
Slowly the redcoats advanced.
Up the slope they came slowly, and when they were within
range they opened fire.
The Libert}' B?ys were not in any hurry to fire; they prefe~red to wait till. they could take good aim and be sure of
domg good execution.
Dick gave the signal and they took careful aim. Then he
gave the command to fire.
The youths obeyed.
Loudly the volley rang out.
It did considerable execution.
At least thirty of the redcoats went down, dead and
wounded.
The ot~ers gave utt~rance to yells of anger and dashed
~orward, 11:1tent on trymg to get over the earthworks and
mto the n11dst of the patriot soldiers. ·
. But the Liberty Boys were ready for them, and fired two
p1stol-volleys in quick succession, dropping quite a number.
The redcoats retreated to their boats, but did not reembark. They held a council of war, and presently a soldier
was seen advancing, bearing a flag of truce.
Dick advanced to meet him.
The soldie1· said that his commander wished permission to
come and remove the dead and wounded, and Dick ·granted
the request.
They buried the dead not far from the point where the
boats lay, and the wounded were taken aboard the i·ow-galleys.
Dick then gave the or der a nd the Liberty Boys began
saddling their horses.
•

Dick and the Liberty Boys, however, fearing that the redcoats might make another attack on Bordentown, mounted
their horses and hastened back to that point.
The British did not make a landing on that side .of ~he
river, but went across and landed on the Pennsylvama side
and burned the home and outbuildings of Colonel Kirkbride,
a patriot, and took a lot of his personal property and loaded
it onto the boats.
The Liberty Boys had seen what the redcoats were. ahout
instantly and had sent a messenger up to Trenton to inform
General Dickinson. He had boats there, and at once sent a
force down to attack the redcoats and put a stop to the work
the'y were engaged in.
There were no boats at Bordentown, or the Liberty Boys
would have gone across. As it was, they had to content
themselves w\th standing on the hill and watching affair~.
The force r:fent by General Dickinson succeeded in ~riving
the redcoats onto their boats, and they also succeeded m capturing one of the row-galleys on which a lot of the patriot
colonel's property had been placed, thus saving it to him.
The British rowed as hard as they could and made very
fair progress down the stream, the current helping them
considerable.
Dick now w~nt to the house where Catharine Sayles had
taken up her quarters.
.
"$0 you beat the British here and at Trenton also, did you,
Mr. Slater?"
·
.
"Yes, Miss Sayles; thanks to you, we were enabled to be m
readiness for them, and that made it easy for us to repulse
them."
.
Then he asked her when she wished to return to her home.
"I must return at once, sir."
"Then I will go with you."
As soon as the horses were ready the two mounted and set
out.
,
It was quite a long ride, but they arrived at Catharine s
home a little before sundown.
Mrs. Sayles had indeed been anxious regarding her daughter and she was deli,,.hted because of the girl's safe r eturn.
They insisted that Dick must stay overnight, and he cons'e nted, for his horse was tired.
He attended to the horse, giving Major feed and bedding,
and then he went to the house.
Supper was soon ready, and as they at~, Cat~arin.e told her
mother the story of her adventures while gomg to Eo:rdentown to carry the information t~ the Liberty Bo_ys.
.
They did not sit up late that mght, for Catharme was quite
tired, and, too, Dick wished to be up early next morning.
He rose with the sun, and after an early breakfast bade
the two kind friends good-by, and, mounting his horse, rode
away toward the north at a gallop.
He arrived at Bordentown before noon and found everything quiet there.
After dinner Dick mounted his horse and rode away toward
the east.
He kept on till he reached the home of Nettie Mitchell.
She was at home, and was glad to see Dick.
The girl blushed, but looked pleased, nevertheless .
"I'm not married yet," she said.
"No, but you are to be later on, and as I might be leaving
this part of the country almost any time I thought I would
bring the watch and give it to you so as to make sure of it."
He drew a watch from his pocket and held it out to Nettie.
She took it and looked at it admiringly.
•
"My isn't it beautiful!" she exclaimed.
"Yes, like its owner."
"I am ever so much obliged to you, Mr. Slater," said
Nettie.
"You are more than welcome, Miss Nettie. I am pleased to
do this, for J erry saved my life, an~ I J,rnow he would not
let me make him a present of any kind.
Dick s·a id he could not stay long, and, after talking with
CHAPTER XIX.
the folks a while, he mounted his horse and rode back to
Bordentown.
DEFEATING THE BRITISH.
Our story is practically ended.
'l'hi Liberty Boys rode to Trenton and Dick hastened to
The Liberty Boys r emained at Bordentown some time and
inform General Dickinson, who was in command there, of the then went with the patriot army to the Hudson River region,
coming of the British.
where they did more good work for :he great cause.
P1·eparations were at once made for receiving the enemy.
When the redcoats landed and started to make an attack
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS'
they were treated to such a galling fire that they hastily ~ BEST ACT; OR, THE CAPTURE OF CARLISLE."
treated to the boast, re-embarked and made their way back
dov.m the river.
They had got the worst 'o f it in. both tl~eir attempts and
were evidently ·ready to return to Philadelphia.
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There are being operated in the streets of Boston several electric sprinklers by a contractor working under the direction of the street department .
The street sprinklers are mounted on a 3.5-ton electric chassis, and include an 800-gallon water tank.
Instead of placing the sprinkling apparatus in the
rear, as is usually the practice, they are placed in
front of the vehicle, where they can be seen by
the operator.

is the only statement made by headquarte rs. To
an inquiry as to why the order of "lights out" did
not aply to St. John, N. B., as well as to this city,
the reply was made at military headquarte rs, "Oh,
well, you know St. John is not as important as
Halifax."

A dispatch from Bern to the wireless press says:
"Germany's Polish Legion has collapsed. After
long efforts and coercive pressure Germany and
Austria - Hungary succeeded in enrolling 18,000
Poles. They were divided into six brigades. Four
b ·gades mutinied at the beginning of October and
were disarmed and imprisoned in the Brestt
Litovsk barracks. The remnants of the legion were
sent to the interior of Austria, the troops being
considered unreliable."
A manufactur er has recently placed on the market a line of shoes for electrical workers which are
made to withstand potentials up to 20,000 volts
without harm to the wearer. The shoes contain
no cement, and have no seams, but are vulcanized
into a solid piece under high pressure in aluminium
moulds. A noved feature of the shoe is that the
soles are white, and under the white surface is a
layer of red rubber. When the sole has worn down
to a point where the red is exposed, it is a sign to
the wearer that a new half-sole should be immediately secured in place.
Soldiers at the front in France now enjoy performances of a traveling theatre company, financed
by a group of philanthrop ic French people. The
entire parapherna lia necessary for these performances is packed in three big wagons, which travel
from point to point along the lines in France. The
plays are given under a modest canvas roof, and
across the front of the stage are the words "Theatre
of t~e .Front." Th~ pro~ce.niu.m is dec?rated with
patnobc and warhlte ms1gma-b urstmg bombs,
laurel wreaths, medals of hon01;, etc. The scenery
is limited to two sets, one an interior, th~ other
·
a rural scene.
All lights except a few shaded ones in the West
and North Ends have again been ordered turned
off in the streets of Halifax, N. S., at night and all
blinds must be drawn, according to orders just sent
out from military headquarte rs. Whether a visit
from a transatlant ic Zeppelin or an attack from
the sea by enemy warcraft is feared is not known.
"The lights will be turned out because the naval
and military authorities feel that it is necessary,"

The governmen t geologist estimates the iron ore
deposits in Newfoundland at 3,635,500,000 tons. On
Belle Isle, Conception Boy, alone the estimate deposit of this ore is put at 35,000,000 tons, and more.
The total ore mined and exported since the beginning of operations in 1895 to date is estimated at
15,000,000 tons, all of which, prior to the war, went
to the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, the
Netherland s and Germany. Since the outbreak of
the war none has gone to Germany, and but little
to the United States, the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands. Canada has taken the major portion,
some of which is being utilized for munition purposes.
Regular, or approximat ely regular, steamship
service through the Panama Caurl is now provided
by no less than thirty-three lines, whose vessels ply
to all parts of the globe. These services include
four from the Atlantic terminus to South and Central America, one from the .Athintic terminus to
Central and North America, three from the Atlantic coast of the United States to the Pacific coast
of South America, four from Europe to the Pacific
coast of South America, four from Europe to the
west coast of North America, nine from the Atlantic coast of the United States to Japan, Siberia,
China and the Philippine Islands, six from the Atlantic coast of the United States to Australia and
New Zealand, and two from Europe to Australia
and New Zealand.
An arrangemen t has been made between the Bureau of Fisheries and the United States Departmen t
of Agriculture for experiment al work in the rearing of blue foxes. The Fisheries Bureau will supply the Biological Survey Bureau this season with
six pairs of blue foxes from the Pribilof Islands
Alaska, for use on a fox farm in the State of Ne~
York. The price commanded for blue fox pelts
naturally makes the question of the possibilities in
the way of breeding the blue fox in captivity of
considerable interest. The problem has been undertaken by various persons in di.fferent regions.
but the Bureau of Fisheries is not aware that definite results have been obtained. It is hoped that
the work of the Biological Survey in this respect
will develop methods for successfully rearing this
animal in captivity from the standpoint of a profitable fur-produci ng business.
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THE RISE OF REUBEN
OR

THE FORTUNES OF A FARMER BOY
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY.)
Reuben entered upon his duties within the
hour. The work of a bellboy in a big hotel is hard
and tiresome. But Reuben was strong, and it
REUBEN WINS HIS WAY.
seemed light to him.
Seeking knowledge of city life, as he was, Reuben
It was a happy reflection to Reuben as he walked
the streets of Boston the next day with Will Harris could not have entered a better school. All classes
that he was a far different person than had alighted and phases of human nature were brought to his
notice, and in a few weeks the smart, sharp bellboy
from the train in Bangor.
If anybody looked at him now it was with ad- of the Tremont House could hardly have been idenmiration of his trim and handsome figure. In the tified as the green, gawky country boy from the
great throng of well-dressed and contented-looking Aroostook, whom the Bangor hoodlums made fun
people with whom he mingled he felt quite at home. of.
Reuben prosecuted his duties with zealous spirit.
A spirit of pleasure and content seized upon
Reuben. With it was the desire to rise in this new Whatever he did -was done well. He shirked noth. world upon which he had entered, to become fore- ing.
All this was not lost sight of by Mr. Harris. At
most in the great march of human progress. ·
end of six weeks Reuben was called into the
the
had
This desire gave way to plain resolution. He
.office of the proprietor.
private
many
that
knew
H;e
men.
great
of
lives
read the
"Reuben," said Mr. Harris, "you have a good of them had humbler beginnings than he was now
education. Do you understand keeping books?"
making.
"I understand both single and double entry, sir,"
So he felt encouraged. His spirits were at high
replied Reuben. "I attended evening business
tide.
The Tremont House was one of the largest hotels school for two winters in Presque Isle."
"That is good," said Mr. Harris. "Now I think
in Boston. When Will and Reuben entered, the
country boy was deeply impressed with its magnifi- your experience as bellboy has taught you the practical workings of the hotel."
cence. It exceeded his dreams.
"Yes, sir," replied Reuben. "I think I underMr. Harris, the proprietor, welcomed the boys
warmly. He read the letter from Uncle Cy, and stand it very well."
"Good.. I want to tell you that my second clerk,
then offered his hand to Reuben.
"It will give me great pleasure to do all in my Mr. Ward, has resigned. I need someone to fill his
power ~for you, my boy," he said. "What is your place. The salary is one hundred dollars per month
and board. It is yours if you wish it."
desire?"
Reuben's head swam. For a moment he could
"I am willing to take up any kind of honest
only stare at the hotel keeper. Will Harris, who
work," replied Reuben.
"Very well. Would you like to work for me in was present, said:
"Of course he'll take it, father. It's a surprise
·.
this hotel?"
"You are very kind," replied Reuben. "I will do. to him."
"You are too kind to me," began Reuben:
my best."
"Nothing of the kind," said Mr. Harris, brusque"Then I shall ask you to begin at the lowest round
in the ladder. In order to learn the business you ly. "It's a purely business transaction. You are
must do that. I shall offer you first the position looking for a rise. I am looking for a clerk. I think
of bellboy. Your advancement will be rapid if you you ~an fill the bill. That is all."
"I accept on those conditions," said Reuben
try hard." .
,
"Thank you very much, Mr. Harris," replied promptly.
and
in
go
may
You
boy.
my
spirit,
the
is
"That
Reuben. "I will accept the position."
It was Reuben Day's first step in his new life. It talk with Mr. Ward now. He will instruct you."
It was little wonder that all this seemed to Reuwas the first round of the great ladder of success
ben like a dream. He could hardly realize it.
which he was to climb.
CHAPTER XIX.
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"Why -I-I would consider it an honor," stamSurely he was on the rise. Only two months preReuben. "But I have not enough capital for
mered
ok.
vious he had been a farmer 's boy in the Aroosto
Now he was a spruce, smart and dignified hotel such an enterpr ise." the fact that the capital is
"I have mentioned
clerk in Boston ; on a salary of twelve hundre d per
already provided."
year.
"But how am I to purchas e a partner ship?" asked
He wonder ed what Jacob Duff and his wife Sally
.
Reuben
orphan
The
this.
would think if they could know of
can be arrange d. I shall furnish the capi"That
was
d
despise
and
rked
boy whom they had overwo
tal. I already have an option on a seat in the New
making a rise in life.
Stock Exchan ge. All the money I put into the
York
a
With his advanc ement Reuben entered upon
you will both pay back to me from your
project
new life.
with. interes t. It is an allThe natural abiliti'es of the country boy came to earning s year by year
tion. If you are ·smart and
tran.iac
s
the front like a flash. He found that friends flocked around busines
ha ---1. work will enable you
of
years
few
a
nt
provide
about him by the score. He grew immensely popfor you both."
fortune
a
win
and
me
repay
to
cena
was
ular. In all social events at th.e hotel he
e. His voice tremble d
overcom
quite
was
Reuben
tral figure.
With his contact with people of the upper class as he said:
"Mr. Harris, you have been too kind to me. I had
Reuben acquire d polish and wit. He found himself
expec ted--"
not
in an elemen t greatly to his taste.
nse," said the hotel keeper curtly. "To
"Nonse
patted
chum,
and
Will Harris, his devoted friend
you alone belongs the credit. If I did not see that
him on the back and cried:
you I would not for one mo"Reube n, you're a winner ! Everyb ody likes you. you had the timber in a partner for my son. But I
as
you
r
conside
ment
I tell you that you will get along all right."
in you, Reuben. That is
The weeks passed into months . Reuben still kept think you have the stuff
at his work. The winter passed and summe r came all there is to it.''
Reuben's eyes flashed.
again. · Reuben had been provide nt and careful in
"I will not disappoint you," he said. "I will do my
in
his savings and now had quite a tidy little sum
Mr. Harris. Here is my hand on it, Will. We
best,
the bank.
Thus matters were when one day Will Harris are partner s."
"For life!" cried Will heartily .
came up and said:
the contrac t was made. But there were preSo
"Reube n, father wants to see us in his private
y steps to be taken, which they now proliminar
office."
,· Reuben gave a start. But he followed his chum ceeded to discuss.
Reuben Day, the orphan boy, was just about to
withou t a word into the inner office. Mr. Harris sat
another round in the ladder of life and forascend
at his desk and motioned Will to close the door.
tune.
elder
the
for
The two youths sat down and waited
man to speak. Mr. Harris very slowly took up a
CHAPT ER XX.
letter and glanced at it; then he said:
"Well, boys, are you both ready to go into busiTHE COURSE OF EVENTS .
ness?"
It must not be supposed that Mr. Harris, clever
The question was so unexpe cted and so · abrupt
·He
ess.
speechl
far-sigh ted business man as he was, had any int
and
momen
a
for
was
that Rettben
tention of launchi ng two youths, inexperienced as
looked questioningly at Will, who made reply:
upon the financial sea with"You know my mind on the subject , father. I were Reuben and Will,
tion.
prepara
s
previou
out
would rather have Reuben Day for a partner than
It became necessa ry for both young financiers to
anybod y else in the world."
study and learn the new business.
"I-I don't underst and," began Reuben.
That this might be done thoroug hly, ·Mr. Harris
"I will explain ," said Mr. Harris. "For a long
them in the office of a Wall
time, or since leaving school, Will has had a desire secured positions for
as Brown Bros. & Co.
known
firm,
banking
street
New
in
to enter upon the life of a stock broker
The two youths left Boston one mornin g for New
York. His tastes trend altoget her that way. Now
new life. While Reuben
it require s capital and trainin g to enter upon a busi- York to enter upon their the excitin g life of the
leaving
at
regrets
some
ness so shrewd and sharp as this. The capital I felt
tly meeting all sorts of
have already secured. But the trainin g is yet to hotel, where he was constan
people, he was yet eager to see the greates t city of
be gained. "·
was fast becoming the iinan"I am sure you have confidence in our ability to the country and what
·
world.
the
of
center
cial
gain it," cried Will. ·
seemed all that a city
had
Boston
,
Reuben
To
inyou
"In our ability! " exclaimed Reuben. '.'Do
should be. He was quite unprep ared for the magclude me in this project ?"
nificen t distances and the unlimited scope of New
"Of course! " cried Will . .
"My son· desires you for his partner ," said Mr. York.
(To be continued.)
Harris. "Will you consider the project favorab ly?"
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FACT S WORT H READING
NEGRO WOMAN ON POLICE FORCE.
Mrs. Georgia A. Robinson, appointed to the office
of policewoman by Chief of Police Snively, of Los
Angeles, is the first colored woman in the United
States to hold such a position. Mrs. Robinson is
an unusual woman. She speaks French fluently
and is studying Spani~h. In her official position
Mrs. Robinson visits cafes, dance halls and other
places of amusement frequented by negro juveniles.
ANT KILLS BEES.
Dr. J. H. Callen, who had two hives of bees, much
alive, on his Fruitvale avenue property, Oakland,
Cal., is now occupied _in cleaning out two hives of
dead bees, victims of an unsuccessful verdun defense against a horde of marauding ants. The evidence shows that the ants attacked in solid mass
formation, carrying the bees' first, second and third
line of trenches and then attacking the entrances
to the hives.

stone buildings, a large town hall, and a cathedral
in the Byzantine style of architecture.
The reason for this rapid development is that
Novo Nikolaievsk is situated at the intersection of
the Trans-Siberia n Railway and the River Ob, the
great artery of communicatio n for western Siberia.
Now that the Altai Railway has reached Biisk, Barnaul and Semipalatinsk much freight will go beyond
Novo Nikolaievsk, but it is expected that the new
city will make up for this loss by the cargoes that
will be transshipped into vessels on the Ob for conveyance down the river to the projected railway
from the Ob to the White Sea. Novo Nikolaievsk
will thus become a "window into Europe" not only
for the Altai region, but also for all Siberia taped
by the railway from the. eastern boundary of the
Tomsk government almost to Omsk.

MAKES WASTE VALUABLE.
This big increase in cost makes a scrap of waste
paper especially valuable nowadays. The rag or paper picker in the alley of the big city, who not only
CROWLESS ROOSTERS.
Joseph Riggs, 'of Richfield, Minn., poultry raiser, goes out upon the street himself, but sends his boys
has begun a campaign to silence the rooster, and out to gather scraps in big hemp sack.s, is taking
he has obtained from an Eastern inventor a crow advantage .of the present harvest and buying in or
muffler that is guaranteed to do the work. On the picking up all the rags and paper he can find. In
theory that a rooster must flap his wings and the larger cities to-day it is no uncommon sight to
stretch his neck before he can crow; the inventor see small Italian and Greek lads trudging through
has made a muffler that binds down the wings the alleys or even down the business &treets with
and prevents the neck from stretching. The result great sacks full of paper scraps on their backs.
Two thousand years ago paper was made by hand
is a crowless, somewhat dejected bird, but a happy
community. The bird can eat and scratch as usual. in little cradles. The word paper is derived from
papyrus, a plant from the leaves of which · a pulp
was made by pounding and )macerating in water.
BABY THROUGH WINDSHIELD .
Nowadays, of course, improved machinery is used
FranSan
of
H. H. Rossbach, his wife and baby,
to ma~e paper, and in this one item of manufacture
night
other
the
Banta
near
iryuries
cisco, sustained
Amer~c~ leads th~ world.
peddler's
fish
a
with
collided
automobile
when their
Wr_1tmg paper is made mostly from r_ags, but f?r
cart. The baby was thrown through the windshield,
all o.ther ,grades wood pulp is the basis.
practically
I
Rossbach
but escaped without any injuries. Both
is ~PI uce or poplar or hemlock. Popus~d
.woop
The
.of
impact
The
bruised.
and
cut
were
and his wife
the collision caused the Rossbach car to turn over lar is_ used for fme book papers and spruce pulp
and roll down a thirty-foot embankment, where it goes mt? news paper, wall paper and bag paper.
took fire. With presence of mind, Mrs. Rossbach .The fme woo~ pulp m~1s_t, of cours_e, be treated
seized a blanket and threw it over the child, there- ~vit~ a_ preparatwn 1con,~aim?~, clay, .di~s ~nd other
by probably preventing it from burning to death. mgredients ~nd cal ed stuff: befo~e it fmall~ ~e?omes papei. But by a ca1eful p1oce~s of filhng
The injured people were taken to Tracy.
m the open spaces with clay and pressmg through
·
heavy steel rollers or manglers, the wood pulp takes
on the appearance and texture of paper.
SIBERIA'S BOOM TOWN.
What the great Trans-Siberian railway has done I As the product comes from the paper machine
to develop tp.e remote districts which it penetrates it is wound off on a reel, making a large roll. A
is strikingly shown by the story of the town of roll of news paper will weigh almost a ton, and is
Novo Nikolaevsk, Siberia. When the rails of the often handled by a derrick, says the Philadelphia
Trans-Siberian reached the Ob' River the site of the Ledger. The large newspapers to-day are more
town was a tangle of underbrush, with no signs of saving of their paper scrap than they used to be,
human habitation; now it is a modern city of and no\v much of the waste is gathered up and sent
100,000 inhabitants, with electric lighting, large back to the mills for a good price per pouI1d.
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THE LE.GA.CY THAT MADE A MAN OF HIM
By CAPTAIN GEORGE W. GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL S'TORY.)
CHAPTER I.

"Suppose your uncle were to change his mind?''
hinted Ulmer.
DICK GRANGER, BORN TO RICHES.
"He won't; he's too fond of me. Doesn't he let
"Granger, if you would only brace up!"
me have everything now that I want? Look at
"What's the use?"
this."
"Eh?"
Diving into one of the pockets of his uniform
"What's the good, Mr. Ulmer, of bracing up, as trousers-it was a brand-new and very natty uniyou term it?"
form in which sjxteen-year-old Dick looked very
"Why, then you'd amount to something," replied handsome-the boy drew forth a roll of crisp bankthe undermaster of the Bordenville Military Insti- notes.
tute.
"Two hundred dollars," he said carelessly. "It
Leaning back in his chair, Dick smiled lazily at came from Uncle Nat yesterday."
his favorite teacher.
"Ah, now you will be able to meet some of the
"I'm _afraid you ~on't. gra~p the importa~ce of Ibills that have 'been annoying you," said Mr. Ulmer
amountmg to somethmg m this world of ours, went gravely. "Those three new suits at the tailor's, the
on the undermaster earnestly.
confectionery bill the liveryman's account the- -"
"I'm .afraid I don~t," nod~ed Die~, . "unless it has
"Huh!" retort~d Dick. "I'm not going' to bother
--so.'.llethmg to do ,:vith makmg a l1vmg. .A. fellow about those bills. Perhaps at the nd of the week
who has an easy cmch on a smooth two milll~n dol- I'll gather up the bills, O. K. them, and mail them to
lars doesn't have to wonde1· whether he's gomg to Uncle Nat. He's certain to settle them. He always
eat or not."
does."
"But. don't you ever feel a desire, Gr~nger, to <:Io
"Doesn't he ever kick?"
more than a fellow can do with two nnl"Oh he grumbles a little on ·
S
rsom~hmg
d
'1
?"
'
ce m a w. h'l
i e. ays I
10
~ 7°1 ars ·,,
.
.
. .
spend a lot more money than he used to as a boy.
. V.:.hy, no, s~id Dick, sittm.g ~P slowly and open- But that's all that ever happens."
·
mg his eyes, as if he were begmmng to be surprised.
"
.
,
.
"Two million is going to be enough for a fellow of
~ust thi~k over what Ive ~een. ~aymg:, Granger,
my tastes."
wo~ t you? asked Mr. Ulme~-, nsmg.
.Later on
It was Mr. Ulmer's turn to stare aghast.
you ll find the trut~ of what Ive been. saymg~that
"Two million enough?" he rnpeated. "I should a .fellow w~o 0 esn t a~110unt to anythi_n~ outside of
say so. But the way you're drifting, Granger, I'm his money isn t. very highly ~hought of m the world
afraid you're going to have just a certain amount and makes a mighty sorry f~gure at best."
of money-and nothing else. Folks will say: I "Oh, I know you mean right, Mr. Ulmer," Dick
'There's a fellow who has tvvo million dollars, and replied, standing at attention now, as the discipline
that's the only distinction on earth that he has."
of the military school required. "If you'll pardon
"Oh, no," fidgeted Dick. "I try to be decent to my saying it, Mi~. ~lmer, you:re an awful.ly ~;ood
every one and mean to no one, and I guess I've got fellow, and I appreciate all you ve been saymg.
a good m~ny friends."
"And that's all the good it will ever do, I am
"Your prospective money has a lot of friends," afraid," sighed the undermaster, as he walked
put in Mr. Ulmer drily.
briskly down the corridor. "Granger is a gelod and
"And I have friends, too, independent of any lovable.boy and could lead in his lessons if he wanted
money that I may be going to have," i·etorted Dick, to. But that uncle's money will be his curse all
with some show of warmth. "I could show you that through life."
if anything ever .happened that I didn't have the
"So I don't amount to anything, do I?" wondered
money. But I guess that will never happen. Uncle Dick, stretching and looking out of the window
Nat takes too good care of his money to lose any across the parade grourid. "The money that I'm
of it, and I'm his only near relative and heir."
going to have one of these days is all t hat I'll amount

?
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to. Gee! It was careless of me to show all that would have been fast chums had they been more
money. The Prin wouldn't do a thing but take it alike.
But Bob was one of the honor boys in his classes.
away and make me pay uu all those infernal bills.
studied with a vim, and, not having a very large
'He
I hope old Ulmer won't say a word to the Prin !" .
he had never been as "popular" as was
allowance,
luxurisense
It was a comfortable, though in no
Granger.
Dick
milia
was
There
in.
"bunked"
ous, room that Dick
Tap! tap! sounded a summons on the closed door.
tary plainness and primness about it, for the Bordenville Military Institute, though one of the costli- Then it opened and in stepped the principal, Colonel
est schools in the country, was noted also for its Hazelton, of the Regular Army, retired.
Behind him came a tall, thin, gray-haired gentlestrict discipline. Only necessary aricles of furniture, books and a few family photograph s were al- man.
"Young gentlemen, " said the principal, "I shall
lowed in the young students' rooms.
to ask you to take your leave. I have business
have
rollicka
"Here's good old Granger now!" called
Granger."
with
ing voice in the corridor.
"Oh, heavens, what kind of a scrape am I in for
There was a babel of voices, and a gang of jovial
now,'' throbbed Dick, as his fellow cadets filed from
cadets piled into the room.
"When's that supper coming off, Granger?" the room:
"Granger,'! asked the principal, with military di·
called Tom Scott.
"do· you know your uncle's lawyer?"
rectness,
"Sh! Close that .door, some one. That's right."
Fordyce, sir, I believe," Dick answered.
"Name's
rather
he
if
as
fellows
Dick looked over the dozen
him."
met
never
"I
them.
owned
"Granger, this gentleman is Mr. Fordyce."
They were not a lot of toadies, but these young
Dick bowed to the old lawyer with military stiffmen were kept rather more strictly within bounds
ness.
than was Dick in matters of money.
"It's rather an unpleasant duty I have to perHence, as he was always willing to spend his
money freely in being a good fellow, it was natural form, Mr. Granger,'' began the lawyer. "I may as
well be direct. Your Uncle Nathaniel died suddenly
that they should flock to him.
"To-night, a half-hour after taps," whispered last night."
"He did!"
Dick, "if we can slip out the same ·way. I still have
Dick's face suddenly grew long, for he was really
bully
a
have
can
We
the extra key to that door.
of his indulgent' old relative. There was a
fond
nd
morning-a
the
in
one
by
back
be
good supper,
tear in Dick's ejther eye.
you'll all be my guests."
Just then he heard a student's voice saying out
"Bully-old Dick!" cried some one.
had!"
ever
in the corridor:
"The greatest old fellow this school
"Turner, I hope you don't have to leave school."
modestly.
Dick
said
"Oh, it's all right,"
"Pardon me just a moment, will you, gentlemen? "
"Say, we're going to have a rub, I guess, getting
together the six hundred we'll need for football ex- begged Dick.
Darting out into the hall, he fell upon Bob Turner,
penses."
Dick,
him by both shoulders.
proposed
seizing
it,"
of
half
"You fellows raise
"and I'll find a way to get the other half."
"Don't you think of leaving here, Bob!"
with
beamed
Dick
"Eh? What?" demanded the astonished Turner.
cheer.
This raised another
"Don't you think of leaving! I-I-well, my
gratified pleasure. It didn't occur to him that he
was being "worked for a good thing." It didn't uncle has just died and I'm heir to two millions or
really occur to the other boys, either, for that mat- so. My pocketbook is yours, Bob. Don't you think
ter. They had grown used to letting Dick be a good of leaving!"
fellow.
CHAPTER II.
"Heard about Bob Turner?" demanded one of the
quieter boys in the bunch.
A "MEASLY" CENT.
"What's the matter with Bob?" asked Dick.
"Pardon me," begged Dick, hastening back into
"Why, his uncle has been paying his way here,
dislike
sudden
a
took
uncle
his room. "Now, Mr. For dyce, I am very anxious
you know. Well, the
to Bob yesterday, cut Bob out of his will, then got to hear all that you can tell me. Uncle Nat must
a stroke of apoplexy last night and died. Poor Bob, have died very suddenly."
Gravely the lawyer gave an account of how old
he's out in the world now!"
"He hasn't left here, has he?" asked Dick, show- Mr. Granger, though seeming in his usual good
ing the most interest that he had displayed in any- health, had fallen suddenly the night before and
had died of heart failure.
thing this forenoon.
"I shall have to hurry home, sir, to attend the
two."
or
day
a
in
to
have
he'll
but
"No;
"Maybe he won't," muttered Dick with warmth. funeral,'' said Dick, turning his wet eyes to the
principal.
"By George, I'll see what I can do to stop that!"
(To be continued.)
They
friends.
of
Dick and Bob were something
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TIMEL y · TOPICS
ALUMINUM IN DUTCH GUIANA.
In the past year there has been considerable excitement in Dutch Guiana, due to the discovery of
large deposits of bauxite on the Surinam River,
some four hours' journey from Paramaribo. It is
from this clay-like aluminum ferr,ic hydroxid that
aluminum is made, and the discovery of the •rich
fields of clay has stirred up many prospectors.
One company has taken possession of the hill
deposits, but engineers hold that the clay is probably located at various depths. It can be easily
transported, as several broad, navigable rivers ·run
near this district, which will probably be developed
rapidly. The Government is very careful in issuing authorizations to prospect, and these rights
are reserved for Netherlanders, Surinamers or companies established in the Netherlands or in Surinam.
HORSE DIGS UP PURSE.
· A mystery of a year's standing has been cleared
up. Recently Justice of the Peace W. H. McElvaney of New Galilee, Pa., received a pocketbook
containing checks and railroad tickets from Mayor
Christopher of Lisbon, Ohio.
Last year Justice McElvaney attended the Columbiana County Fair in Lisbon and reported to the
authorities that his pocketbook had been stolen from
iv.ls pocket.
l\frs. McElvaney and a woman friend saw the
thief take the pocketbook and the following day
the man was arrested in Smith's F er r y, Pa., Mrs.
McElvaney identifying him. The Grand Jury released the pr isoner for lack of evidence.
A few days ago J. B. Lyther of Lisbon tied his
horse to a post in the Fair grounds. The horse dug
up the pocketbook.
HOW A BADGER WORKS.
During the daytime the badger sleeps deep in
his burrow, far out on our Western plains and
prairies, and at twilight he starts forth on a nigJ;it's
foraging. He is a dreaded enemy of the prairie dog
and the ground squirrel; and when he begins to
excavate for one, nothing but solid rock or death
can stop him. With the long, blunt claws of his
forefeet he loosens up the dirt. Dig'! dig! dig! He
works as though his life depended on it, now
scratching out the sides of the hole, then turning
on his back to work overhead. At first he throws
the dirt out between his hind legs, but soon he is
too far down for that, so he banks it up back of
him, then turns about, and using his chest and
forward parts as a pusher, shoves it out before him.
He works with such rapidity that it would be somewhat difficult for a man to overtake him with a
spade.

PAID BOYS TO BE GOOD.
William Alworth, Commissioner of Public Works
of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., has an idea by which he believes he can make bad boys good and keep them
good. An ordinance in Dobbs Ferry prohibits making bonfires in the streets, under jail penalty. The
leaves are falling from the trees which line most
of its streets, and boys have built many fires that
h!!'Ve done much damage to asphalt blocks about to
be laid. The commissioner "arrested" twelve offenders and made a contract with them. He pays
each 10 cents a week to build no more fires. In
consequence the practice has stopped.
Mr. Alworth now is advocating a municipal fund
to pay bad boys to be good. He says it will be much
cheaper than sending them to institutions in which
the town is co_mpelled to pay fo1· their keep.
A TIGER HUNT IN CHINA.
Considering that Chian has more than 300,000,000
inhabitants, it is quite natural for us to imagine it
densely packed in every quarter. On the contrary,
it contains vast stretches of forest and waste land,
in which wild animals abound. Near Amoy is a
rocky wilderness infested with tigers-one in particular of great size and ferocity.
One day four Americans and eight natives started
out to exteminate. this scourge, says the Philadelphia
Inquirer. For several days they beat the ravines
unsuccessfully, until they found a den in the rocks.
The natives, armed with spears and torches, explored the den, or cave, and announced that they had
cornered the man-killer. So they collected bundles
of brushwood and gradually closed up all the entrances save one and set fire to the brush. Then
they· invited the Americans to pitch in and kill the
beast.
It was an exceedingly dangerous enterprise. The
entrance was narrow, slippery and sloping, the hunters had to progress cautiously, an'd the natives, who
were in advance with torches, could be depended
upon to run away at the first alarm. Suddenly the
big yellow head of the tiger loomed up from behind
a rock about ten feet away, looking dazed at the
glare of the torches. One of the Americans instantly
fired. The tiger gave a terrible roar and scuffled
away in the darkness.
The hunters waited patiently for half an hour,
while the natives carefully explored, and at about
the time they had made up their minds that he had
escaped through some unknown passage, down came
the tiger in the midst of the group. For two or
three minutes there was a terrific scene of biting,
clawing, roaring and shooting, and then all was
quiet. Seven of the hunters, including two of the
Americans, were more or Jess injured, but the tiger
was done .for.
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Twenty-two hoop-skids were found in what was
known as the "rubbish room" at the old West
House: Sandusky, Ohio, cleaned out under an order
NEW YORK, DECEMBER 1, 1916.
issued by City Manager Ward. They were on a
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- .. shelf near the ceiling, where, apparently, they had
lain for fully half a century. The West House,
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
opened in 1856, was a popular hostelry until it was
closed nearly two years ago. It was the scene of
Sing-le Copies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • . •
.05 Cents
much
gayety, especially during the Civil War, when
One Co,p y Three :llonths . . .. .. .......... .. ...... ,
.65 Cent.
ii was used as headquarters by Federal officers in
One Copy Six Months . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . •
1.25
charge of the Confederate prison on Johnson's
One Copy One Year . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • . • • .
2.50
POSTAGE FREE
Island, Sandusky Bay. In the room with the skirts
UOW TO SEND ;\lQNEY- At our r isk seud P. 0. Mouey
were found hundreds of old shoes, scores of wine
Order. Check or ltegiste·red Letter: remittances In any other
way are ut your risk. We acce pt P os tage Stamps the same a s
cases filled with bottles, which, from the labels they
cash. " ' hen s~ ntling s il"l·e r wrap tbe Coin in a separate piece
of paper to nvoicl cutting th e e11velope. ' Vrite your name and
bore, had been emptied fifty years ago; carpet bags,
address plainly. Address let ters to
more modern valises and still more modern grips ;
Unrry E. wour, Pres.
}FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
quaint old bonnets, men's hat and many other
N. HastingB \\'oUI', Treas.
Charles E. Nylander, Sec.
168 West 23d St., N. Y,
things.

Good Current News Articles

Grins and Chuckles

After a lapse of fifty-two years, Franz Nidler,
of Portland, Ore., arrived in Spokane, Wash., to
find the spot from which he was chased by. hostile
Indians on the former visit now occupied by a thriving, modern city of 120,000 people. Mr. Nidler, who
is eighty-one years old, came to visit his daughters
and to register for the Colville land drawing.

Wandering over Salisburg Plain, a correspondent
came across a large stone inscribed : "Turn me
over." After much difficulty he succeeded in turning
it over, and found on the under side of the stone the
words : "Now turn me back again, so that I can
catch some other idiot."
"Could I see your husband, ma'am?" asked the
tramp at the door. "What do you want to see him
for?" demanded Mrs. I{en peck. "I am the head of
the hohse." "Oh, excus~ me, I didn't know," replied
the tramp, courteously. "In that case, could y~.i
spare me a pair of your trousers, ma'am?"

Edward J. Fogarty, warden of the State Prison
at Michigan City, Ind., is tired of seeing "his boys"
cooped up within walls working in a binder twine
plant . or breaking stone. The State has no money
to buy a prison farm, but Fogarty is leasing 2,500
acres of land near Michigan City for farming purThe judge to whom a Chicago woman had applied
poses. He proposes to make it a model farm, with for a divorce looked sternly
at the applicant and
experts directing the work of the convicts.
addressed her thus: "You say you want a divorce
because your married life is one long series of
A little auto and a hatchen sealed the doom of a fights? You don't look it." "No, your honor," said
timber wolf on a Douglas County road, six miles the applicant, "but you ought to see my husband."
from Superiar, Wis., a few nights ago. Charles C.
Wright, of Amnicon Lake, was driving home when
Little Helen had been especially inquisitive one
he saw a wolf several hundred feet ahead. He evening, and her father, who had patiently answered
speeded up his car, hit the wolf with the front axle, her questions, was becoming exasperated. Finally
and finally dispatched the animal with a hatchet. &he· said: "Papa, what do you do at the office all
He got $20 bounty, which he says he will spend for day?" Papa's patience gave way and he replied :
"gas."
"Oh, nothing!" H elen pondered over this answer
I:for a moment and returned to the charge with :
A six-weeks'-old lamb, with six legs, is the pet "But how do you know when you are done?"
recently brought to Ogden, Utah, by Frank Smythe,
secretary of the Intermountain Land and Live Stock
A man who worked in the packing department of
Company, from the conce1'n's headquarters in Box- a large store recently tendered his resignation and
elder County. The freak animal owned by Mr. accompanied it with the announcement that he was
Smythe is said to be as frisky as any normal lamb going into business for himself with another man.
and promises to develop into a healthy sheep. The "He and I," he explained, "will make a success of
extra pair of legs are attached to the ribs just be- it. I will furnish the experience and he will supply ·
hind the shoulder blades. The limbs are somewhat the capital." "How long do you expect that plan to
crooked, the toes pointing in a variety of directions, succeed?" asked the foreman. "Oh, about five
but the extra le~s d~ not interfere with normal useJ years," .was the reply. "By that time I sh~uld have
of the regular fore hmbs.
the capital ahd the other fellow the experience."
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THE ROBBER OF DEVIL'S POOL.
By Alexand er Armstro ng.
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and her eyes twinkl ing behind her lover's glasses,
which he had perche d on the conquered beauty 's
nose. "I'll go alone to Devil's Pool. I'll take my
pistol and ride Meg; and if I meet Daredevil, so
much the better -I'll have seen him, then. '.I'll have
a nice little talk with him-p erhap s he'll cut you
out, no telling -and if he sees me home, I'll ask him ·
to call again. Glorious prospe ct! to have a robberchiefta in lover. My dear, little, golden-haired, patent-lea thered adorer isn't jealous, I hope," noticing
a rising flush in his cheeks.
"Not a jealous, Gip. Go and make his acquai ntance, and if you like him better than me-w ell, if
you willfully endang er your life by going alone to
Devil's Pool, don't blame me when you find youl'Self
dead, that's all," and flinging her hand from him,
he sprang throug h the low French window and was
gone before she could collect her senses sufficiently
to call after him.
·

Imagin e a great mass of brown curls, tucked into
a net-a pair of roguis h brown eyes-o ne dainty
slipper, and one torn shoe- a dress tucked up jauntily over a gay balmoral, and an exquisitely dimpled
arm and hanq ;flourishing a gay feathe r duster
among bi·ocatelle sofas and cl 1.irs.
Imagin e all this, and you will have a portra it of
Gipsy.
The mornin g sun crept stealth ily in at the window and played joyously upon the velvet carpet ,
while a tall, light-h aired exquisite, in a duck suit
and panam a, crept with equal stealth in at the door,
and stood complacently viewing the scene throug h
his eyeglass.
·
·
"'Pon honor, Gipsy, you are as sweet as a May
mornin g in that rig. Ha-h a! I'm glad I've caugh t
"Good-by to you, Miss Gipsy, honey ; have a care
you."
to de high-s pirited hoss, and keep de tight rein
"Caug ht me, indeed !" and the duster handle came on her. I brin' to my reccommend
de time dat she
down with a thump on the floor. "Do you suppose ran wid de old commodo'e,
and frew him. So hav
I care how you catch me? Come, no nonsense, you de care, baby."
immac ulate piece of perfection. You are nonpareil.
"Neve r fear for me, Uncle
'Tis enough for both. Just step over that pile of tion like the Unite!f States Joe; I have a constit i
, and can map.age Me
dust-' Come o'er the sea, Charley, sweet Charley, or any other animal of her size."
dear Charle y,'" she said gaily, "and I've someth ing
The nut-br own maiden threw
to tell you when you get safely on this side of the back to the faithfu l old servan one radian t glance
dirt pile. There, your clothes are safe once more, carriag e gate, and touchi ng upt, who held open the
her spirite d animal,
and you are happy. Not an atom of dust on your disappeared around the bend
in
the
wooded road.
distrac ting tie. Now to business. I want you to
It was late in the afterno on of the same day on
go down to Devil's Pool with me this afterno on, and which the
help to gafaer some of the lovely red berries that mer day-jabove scene took place -a faultless sumgrow there, to put in Effie's hair, for the party to- hills with ust clouds enough to cover the distan t
great purple shadows, that continually
night."
chased each other over the tops and down the sides,
"Can't go, 'pon my word. Impossible."
clearin g for an instan t to bathe the woods in a flood
"Ah, you don't want to go. Then I'll break of yellow sunshi
ne, that trickle d ·throug h the elms
my engage ment. Won't have anythi ng to do with and lindens
, the pines and the maples, fresh flushed
you. It's hard enough to undert ake to remodel such with the though
t of fall, and lay its golden fingers
a dandy under any circum stance s, and to make you in the moss
beneat
h, when over the sun the idle
into someth ing practic al and useful, withou t any clouds would
lazily fl.oat again and shroud the landopposition on your part.
scape in· a mellow gloom.
And, so saying , the brown witch on the sofa-be":
"Oh, Meg!" exclaimed the little
side him, fl.ashed a half-comical, half-fi erce glance drew rein to watch the changi ng hues rider, as she
of the woods
into the cerule an eyes above her.
across the river, "can't we have an adven ture?"
"You'll hurt yourself, Gip, if you go on at this
Meg pricked up her ears, but wheth er at the idea
rate. It's bad enough for the health to get into a or at the sound of
rage. Listen to reason. I've got to go to Pierm ont an explosive grunta frog at the roadside, that gave
as though awake ning from a
to-nig ht at six o'clock, withou t fail, to meet a gentle- bad dream and turnin
man on impor tant busine ss; otherw ise, . nothin g cannot be definitely g suddenly in its miry bed,
determined.
would preven t me from going. My little girl knows
"Gus
is
angry,
that's
certain ," mused Gipsy.
it. Give me a kiss and make up."
"He's jealous. Terrib le thing to have a jealous hus"Won' t give you a kiss, no time, never, you com- band. I must cure
him. Bah! jealous of Daredevil.
place nt-"
a notorious robber and highw ayman . That is really
"But you shall, you monkey, you elf, you- -" rich. Too rich to keep
on such a warm day. Ye;;
and the senten ce finished in a peal of laught er and I will go to Devil's
Pool. I have my pistol, anda love skirmi sh.
pshaw ! there's no danger of meetin g anyone there.
"I'll be reveng ed,'' cried the rosy-lipped creatu re Get up, Meg; on with
of sweet sixteen , as she sank breath less and nettled berries in the mornin you! I must show Gus my ·
g."
in the corner of the sofa, her tumble d curls flying
An hour's ride brough t Gipsy to a path in the for0
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est, across which the afternoon sun threw lon.g bars happy to have met you. Now, will you repeat that
of golden light. Following this familiar trail, which equestrian performanc e?"
"I will ride twice around the ring, sir," she replied,
grew darker and narrbwer as she cautiously advanced, and often obliged her to bow her head t.o the '-'and then I go. It's getting rate."
"Oh! never fear the hour. I will see you :::afely
level with her horse to escape the dense foliage, she
and the slim figure arose, swung himself
home,"
dell,
little
charming
at last came to an opening-a
in which lay a black, sluggish pool, edged with from the rock down into the glen, and breaking off
bushes, heavily laden with beautiful scarlet berries. a switch from a tree, stripped off the leaves, and
Gipsy's eyes sparkled at the sight and she thought placed himself in the center, ready to touch up Meg
when she came around.
of her triumph on the morrow.
"None of that, sir. Meg goes by my vc:ce. Throw
She glanced cautiously around ere she slid from
her horse's back, and felt instinctivel y for her pistol. away your whip."
"You are an imperious little beauty. I really beShe turned up the skirt of her habit, and loaded
to adore yot1. Now, allow me to show you some
gin
berries.
it with the tempting
new tricks.''
'She could not satisfy herself with a few.
"Not a trick, sir. It's late, and I'm going."
Then she made them into a huge bouquet, and
"Not so fast, my lady. You shall wait my pleassaddle.
the
fastened them on to Meg's back, behind
cried he, springing forward, with uplifted
ure,"
of
chirping
the
but
stillness
the
No sound broke
hand, to catch Meg's bridle.
the crickets.
Gipsy's cheeks flushed with indignation , and she
She grew bolder. ·
a modern Camilla as she stood upright on her
looked
"How
"'What a charming spot," she murmured.
Darehorse.
that
negroes
ignorant
silly to take the word of
"Touch that bridle, sir, and you shall smell gundevil has made it his rendezvous. Probably the poor
fellow is hundreds of miles away. Why, this is a powder," cried she, pointing her pistol at his head.
For an instant the man looked baffled; then sudnatural circus ground," continued she, rapturously .
brightening up, he motioned to someone bedenly
gay
her
over
up
skirt
riding
her
Then tucking
balmoral, and pushing her hat on to the extreme hind her, and cried:
"This way. Seize her horse." ·
1back of her head, she jumped 'on Meg's back, and
turned in affright.
Gipsy
have
must
stood upright, exclaiming: "Up, Meg! we
a ruse.
was
It
go."
we
before
here,
at least one turn
No one was there; but in that instant the robber
Meg pricked up her ears and broke into a dancing,
caught her in his arms, drew her pistol from her
prancing hop-step.
hand, and seated her, half fainting, on the turf begoing
At a word Meg broke into a graceful lope,
then
him.
and
side
circle,
a
in
pool
around and around the
"Gipsy,'' murmured a strangely familiar voice in
stood up on her hind legs.
her ear, and a great black wig and beard rolled from
It was her daily practice.
the robber's head to the ground, "can you forgive
and
Gipsy stood firm, her cheeks flushed crimson
rang
me?"
laugh
loud
a
when
fire,
lier eyes scintillating
Gus' golden curls and cerulean eyes, robbers' wigs
out on the still air, and a man's voice cried:
"Bravo! Lady, do that again, and I'll give you a and black heards, were instantly floating in confusion through Gipsy's head.
purse of gold."
down
came
Meg
and
cheeks,
She looked up at the robber, and there sat Gus inGipsy's blood left her
with a bound.
stead.
The truth flashed on her.
There sat a black-bearded man dressed in a great
Bewildered and weak with fright, now' that the
cloak, on a protruding rock above her head.
''Just try it over, will you? and I show you some danger was passed, she sank pale and trembling
new tricks. Here's the purse," he continued, hold- within that horrid robber cloak, upon a familiar
duck vest.
ing aloft a tiny scarlet bag.
"Forgive me, Gip; I didn't mean to carry the joke
Gipsy felt that her face was pallid, and she trembled in her saddle; but with a mighty effort she com- so far. I grew so confounded nervous over your
coming here alone that I sent my brother Dick to
manded her voice, and answered boldly:
Piermont in my place, and followed on after you,
you?"
are
Who
sir.
"Keep your purse,
• "One who is accustomed to being obeyed,'" replied dressed like Daredevil, to see what you would say
when you saw him; and 2Jso to protect you from
the deep voice. "Continue your performanc e."
am
anyone else. When I saw you so brave I couldn't
I
"Who do you take me for-a circus rider?
for
helr,1 carrying the joke too far. I'm a wretch; foror
money
for
ride
never
I
my own mistress.
give me."
strangers."
"You're no Slfch thing. There! I won't hear such
"Ah, well; we can soon be acquainted, then. I'm
stuff."
Daredevil, and you--"
And an arm stole softly around his neck, and a
"Miss Gipsy Wood, of Cedarville,'' replied she,
pair of pale lips grew rosy as they darted l;c::cath
without flinching.
1
"You're a charming girl, I see; and I'm most his mustache."
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i~.LL POINTA.~

HAS $50,000, CHOPS WOOD.
Herman .Isfriding, of Burlington, Wis,, is chopping wood for Police Chief Baker at $2 a day. The
chief is glad to have the work done, because he has
just put in a cement floor, and couldn't find any one
to chop the old one into firewood till he hit on Isfriding. Herman says he is only too glad to work
ten hours a day at the job, although he is reputed
worth · $50,000 and hasn't been doing must hard
labor of late years.
Mrs. Isfriding had him brought to court a few
days ago and sentenced to ninety days in jail on a
eharge of abusing her while drunk. Isfriding was
taken in charge by the. sheriff and has been serving his time. When he overheard the Police Chief
asking the Sheriff for a prisoner to do the work, he
jumped at the chance.
Isfriding has one of the best stock farms near
Burlington, 117 acres, a two-acre homestead in the
city, an !:i.utomobile, and money in the bank.

MAKING MATCHES.
The first Lucifer or friction matches date back to
1829. They were made and dipped by hand, and
sold for a little over two dollars per hundred.
To-day the same quantity may be bought for a
couple of cents, or even less. This cheapness is due
to the fact that all matches are made, and most of
them are dipped by machinery.
In making matches by one process, a cylinder of
pine wood the length of seven matches, which has
been soaked in water to make it tough, is placed in
a sort of lathe a.nd as it revolves . the circumference
comes in contact with a sharp blade which cuts off
a continuo~s shaving the thickness of a match. As
this shaving comes away from the log it is cut into
seven strips, each as wide as a match is long.
These rib1-ons are cut into lengths of about eight
feet, and one hundred and twenty or so are piled
on top of each other and fed into a cutting machine,
which cuts as many splints at each stroke as th.ere
are ribbons in the pile.
Rapid as this process of making splints is, it has
been
displaced in America by another method in
NAMES FOR BATTLESHI PS.
which very little hand work is required. In this
One of the ways nationalities have of displaying case the raw material is received at the factory in
their peculiarities is in the naming of their battle- the shape of a two-inch white pine plank. This is
ships. The United States, systematic and business- sawed into blocks the length of the match.
iike, goes to work and uses up all the names of its
The blocks are then fastened by means of clamps
States to paint on the sides of its gre.yhounds of to the bed of a machine and cutters groove out a set
the sea.
of splints from the surface. The cutters do not turn
Great Britain, self-appointed mistress of the the entire surface into splints at one impact, but cut
waves, does not propose to have that majesty chal- them out one-fourth of an inch apart. The ridges
lenged. .So s~~ goes ahead and defies the worl~ with left between the places from which the first set of
such ~air-ra1~m~ names as Revenge, I~domitab~e, splints was cut, are then worked up, and so on until
Inflexible, Invincible, Implacable, Indefatigable, Vic-. the whole block is consumed. ·
torious, Glory, Vengeance, Valient, Conqueror, MonAs soon as the splints are separated from the
arch, Thunderer, Colossus, Hercules, Jupiter, Mars, block they are seized in iron clamp . plates, which
Cresar, Hannibal, Lion, Tiger and so on.
form an endless chain. The endless chain carries
Germans adhere quite decently to names of plac~s the splints across a steam-heated drum, which
-places in the Fatherland, of course. '
warms them nearly to the temperature of the parFrance, full of love of freedom and the things affin, into which they are next dipped.
which make for human happiness, finds her most
From the paraffin bath the splints move on concharacteristic warship names in words which, tinuously to the rollers that carry the "heading
translated, would be Truth, Justice, Democ1~acy, mixture"-pho sphorus, chlorate of potash; etc.Republic.
.
and, as the matches are carried past the rollers each
Italy, adorer of her great men in statesmanship , one receives a red or blue head, as the case may be.
war, science and the arts, names war .boats after From the rollers they continue on through a room
Columbus, Julius Cresar, Adrea Doria, Conte di Ca- swept by a blast of cold, dry air.
vour, Leonardo da Vinci and Dante Alighieri.
The matches move on until, just before they reach
To be convinced that these customs of christening the starting point again, an automatic punch thrusts
are peculiarly national, one needs only to shuffle the matches out and places them side by side in a
some of these names, remarks the St. Paul Pioneer- box, put in the right place at the right time by anPress. Imagine us in America standing for a bat- other endless belt.
tleship named Indefatigable. Or imagine the name
It is estimated that the nations of the civilized
of "Sweetest Shakespear~" emblazoned on the prow world use, in round numbers, three million matches
of England's glowering fortresses of the sea.
a m!nute.
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ARTICLES OF ALL .KINDS
GREASED LADDER'S RUNGS.
Because a mischievous boy greased rungs of a
ladder in . the municipal playground at Ashburton
avenue, Yonkers, N. Y., Natalie I. Farrell, ten years
of age, of No. 409 Nepperhan avenue, is in St. Joseph's Hospital with concussion of the brain. Natalie and a stepsister, Mary Sullivan, were sliding on
a chute. As Natalie was making her last climb a
boy slipped up behind her and rubbed axle grease on
a couple o~ rungs. She stepped on one and shot to
the ground. At first she apeared to be unhurt, but
two hours afterward she acted so strangely her
mother called a do,c tor.

With money of his own which he had earned at
small jobs, and $5 borrowed from his father, he
bought a pure-bred sow and has raised _seven pigs.
He has fed and taken entire care of them and kept
strict account of their feed and weight and cost, and
had them at the Washington County Fair. He
scored 96 points on his project and won the trip.

VOLCANOES IN AN AMERICAN PARK.
The Hawaiian National Park, just created by
Congress, is the first national park lying outside
the continental boundaries of the United States.
It sets apart three celebrated Hawaiian volcanoes,
Kilauea, Mauna Loa and Haleakala.
DOG FINDS GIRL'S BODY.
"The Hawaiian volcanoes," writes T. A. Jagger,
Locust
of
thickets
the
in
hunted
King
As George
Mountain, near Mahanoy City, Pa., his attention director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, "are
was called by his barking hunting do~s to a body truly a national assent, wholly unique of their kind,
which lay in the copse. rt proved to be that of and the most continuously, variously and harmMiss Elizabeth Bronk, who had been missing from lessly active volcanoes on earth. Kilauea crater
home for a week. By her side lay an empty bottle has been nearly continuously active with a lake or
which had contained poison. Her lips were horribly lakes of molten lava for a century. Mauna Loa is
burned. A note received from Miss Bronk by Miss the large.st active .volcano and mountain mass in the
Myra Richardson, a nurse at the State Hospital at world, with erupt10ns abo~1t once a decade, and has
poured out more lava durmg the _last century ~han
Fountain Springs, read:
t any other volcano on the globe. Haleakala is a
· th'
"Dea Myra B th t'
eight miles in diameter
. br d d-I Y de. imet ydou· .rtehce1 :v~ isDno ,et crater rift in its summit
h' l l
·th
d
d 0 0 f
I w111 e ea .
on
ivmg.
am isgus e w1
m3:ny ig 1 ava cones
w1
eep,
_eet
0.
3,
an.
ELIZABETH."
show this letter to an one.
·built up ms1de the crater. It is probably the largY
est of all known craters among volcanoes that are
known as active. Haleakala erupted less than 200
EGGS SAVED BY SEISMOGRAPH.
At the annual convention of the National Ice years ago. The crater at sunrise is th~ grandest
Cream Manufacturers' Association, Dr. C. L. Als- volcanic spectacle on earth."
berg, ch-ief chemist of the Federal Bureau of ChemThe lava lake at Kilauea is the main feature of the
istry, successor to Dr. Wiley, told the delegates that new national park. It draws visitors from all over
the bureau was interested in aiding the manufac- the world. It is a lake of fire 1,000 feet long, splashturers in increasing the purity of their product.
ing on its banks with a noise like waves of the sea,
Eggs were broken wholesale in transportation to while great fountains boil through it fifty feet high,
New York, he said, and a s_eismograph, an instru- sending quantities of glowing spray over the shore.
ment used to record earthquake shocks, was placed Gases hiss and rumble and blue flames play through
in the egg car, and it faithfully told where the crevasses.
"shocks" were sustained, and the railroads and exThere have been occasional crises, Mr. Jagger repress companies joined in eliminating the "shocks" cently testified before the House Committee on the
and thus saved millions of eggs from destruction Public Lands, when the active crater was upheaved
annually,.
into a hill and thereafter collapsed into a deep pit
with marvelously spectacular avalant;hes and fiery
grottoes, cascades, whirlpools and rapids of glowPIG.
BOY' WINS WITH
Lester Storey, the eleven-year-old son of Mr. and ing metal were common.
Mauna Loa is capped with perpetual snow. It is
Mrs. Dave Storey, of Gaston, Ore., has won the
three-day trip to the Salem (Oregon) State Fair, two and a halt miles high.
Around the base of these vast volcanoes are gorand is one of four children sent from Washington
County as a reward for their successes as members geous tropical forests. Sandalwood, elsewhere exof the Boys' and Girls' Industrial Clubs of their tinct grows there luxuriously. There are mahogany
different schools. The winners are selected from groves, forests of tree ferns forty feet high, and
the boys and girls that have taken up club project magnificent tropical. jungles alternating with green
meadows. There are also tracts of desert and wonwork of the Oregon Agricultural College. I
Lester took up the pig project and has made good. derful lava caves.
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NEW SURPRISE NOVELTY.
Foxy Grandpa, Mr. Peewee
and other comical to.ces artistically colored, to which
1a attached a long rubber
tube~ connected with a. rubber ball, which can be ftlled
with water, the rubber ball
being carried In the pocket,
a alight j)reaaure on the bulb
causes e. long atream, the result cs n easlly bd seen.
Price, 15c.,
Postpaid.

Wolff Novelty Co., 29 W. 26th St., N.

r.

TIIE CANADIAN WO:NDER CARD TRIO&
Aston!3hing, Wonderful,
Have you
and perplexing!

seen them? Any child can
work them, and yet, what
they do ls so amusing that
the sharpest people on earth
We cannot tell
are fooled.
you what they do, or othera
would get next and opoll the
tun. Just get a •et and read the directions.
The results will startle your friends and
utterly mystify them. A genuine good thlns
it you wish to have no end or amusement.
Price by mall, lOc.

H. F. Lang, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
OR SNEEZING POWDER.

'rhe greatest tun-waker ot
them aJI. A small amount
of this powder, when blown
in a room. will canse
neryone to sneeze 'l\'lthout
anyone !mowing where It
comes ll'vu1. H is ,:erv light, will flont in tbe
air for some time, and penetrate every nook
and corn er of a t·oom. It Is perfectly harmless. Cachoo is put up In uottles, and one
bottle con t:ains enough to be usecl from 10 to
15 times. Price. by express prepaid, 10 bottles tor One Dollar.
No Jess than JO bottles cnn he bought.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N.Y.

HAPPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER.
With this joker In the
lapel ot your coat:, you can
make

a

dead

shot
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WIZARD REPEATING LIQUID PISTOL
Gun ran teec1i;;;~~~
will stop the
most vicious dog (or
man) without per·
maoent injury, Perfectly safe to carrv
without danger of
leakage. Fires and recharges
Loads from any l!quld
polling trigger.
No cartridges required. Over six· shots tti
P'!e loading. All dealers. or b:v mail, 50~.
Pistol with rubber-covered bolster. 55c.
Money order or
Holster separate. lOc.
U S. stamp•. No roins.

every

time. Complete with rubber ball and tubing. Price,
15c. by mall, postpaid.

H.F. Lani?.
1815 Centre St.,B'klyn,N. Y
JllAMAS.
This Interesting toy la
one of the latest novelties
It Is In great deout.
mand. To operate It, the
stem Js placed to your
You can blow
mouth.
into It, and at the same
time pull or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens, and it then
cries .. Ma-ma." just exactly tn the tones o! a
real, tive baby. The sound ts so human that
It would deceive anybody.
Price 12c. ·each by maH,

PARKER, STEARNS & CO.
273 Geor&"ia Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y,

Wolff Novelty Co., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
WHISTLEPHOill'"l!I
Thls ls one or the
l nmusical
greatest
struments ever Jnvented. It ls made entirely
ot metal and ts almost
invisible when fn use.
With Jt, In a few moments, you can learn
to play all kinds 61
tuneB, have tote of tun, please and amuse
your frtend1 e,nd make eorne money, too. Fine
tor either song or piano accomp1ntment or
by lti:i:elt alone. You place the whtstlephone

O

in the mouth with halt circle out, place end

ot tongue to rounded part and blow gentl~·
a.• It to cool the Ups. A few trials will ena·
bl. one to play any tune or aJr.
.I? rice 6 cents , ....,h by mall, post-paid

C. Behr, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

MARBLE VASD:.
A clever and puzzling ertect,
easy to do; the appa..ra.tus can
be minutely examined. Erte~t:
A marble can be made to pa3~
trom the ho.nd into the closed
vase, w.h.kh a mement belsro
waa llhown empt.y. Thia is a.
beautiful enameled turned weod vue.
Pl'lae. 20c.

Wolff Novelt1 Co., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
m.ACK-EYE JOKE.
New and a'lnll•ing joi<er. l'he
victim Is toll::. to hold the tublS
close to his e~ -:o as to exclude
all light from tho back, and then
to remo,•e the 'tube until plcturea
appear in the center. In trylnc:
to locate the plctu-ree ho wlll receive the finest black-eye you ever
We turnfiSh a smaU box of
saw.
blackening pre,,aratlon wltb. each
~ube , so the joke can be used !nd.etlnite!y. Those not In the trick
will bo caught every tlm.e. Abso•
Prtce by mall lGc, eaoh;
~u~~~ !G1:,~rmless.

H.F. Lang,1815 Centre' St., B'klyn, N.Y.

OU

E· WA NT
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" Movine Picture Stories"
A Weekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players. Absolutely the finest little publication on t:_e news-stands

PRICE ·5 CENTS A COPY
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESIGNS

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTlSPIECE

Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see what it is
New portraits of actors and actresses every week
EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS
Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best films, each profusely illustrated with fine half tones of scenes in
the plays.
Photographs and Biographies of. the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you the latest number issued.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
bl8 The Liberty Boys at Gowann' CrN·k: or. For Llbe·rty and
Tnr:ependen<'e.
81!1 The LlhPrtY Boys' Skirm1,l . or At ,;r~t'tl Spring Plantation .
820 'l'he Liberty Boys and the (,," r•rrinr; or, Tryon's ('onsplr&<'Y
.....:!l Tl 1 P l.i11Prt_\~ Hoy~ in l~ h oHI
r ... 111 1 1! : fr. Doing Dutv Down
Ba•t.
S'.!2 Thp Liltf•rt:r Hny~ .Aftt•r Ta t ...t,.n : ' ' r HothPring the"BUtC"ber. 0
k~:J '!' he T.ih~rtr Hn~· ,· Jlarin.i: lla"h; or, fleath Before D!'feat.
l:-~l 'l'h(• Uloert;-· Boy• ar11l the \lutl1:1·er~; or. Helping- "Mad An thony ."
)-~:; Tht' Lllo<'rty Rnys Ont "'<·•t: or, Th<> l'apture ot Vincennes.
ll24' Tbe Llherty Roys at
Prln1·etou; o r , \\':isl1inr;ton's :-Oarro.,.
E <.:.c·n p1>.
'~I Tbe Lll•ert,· Ho)·s Heartbroke11; .or. The D<'<ertlon ot Dick.
"".!·' ' f hf• Li ~'( 1 r 1y Hoys t u the Highlnnd-..: f\r, "·orkla~ .Along tbe

'•outing and Fighting.
. S<\\'ing General Schuyler.
· or. Sent on Secret Service.
:\Ill!: or, A Hurd Grist to
Tip That Cnme in Time.
: or, J1ard '!'Imes at \"ull'haslug

the

Indian

·rnttng- the He~slans.
or, Helping All '! 'hey
•, Good-lJy to General

rr ., 11 ,..,.. ....

~'.?! I

Polish Patriot.
'l'be ·•Carolina Game
Maneuvering

The Llhe>rty Iloys at Hncken~ack; or, Ileatlnl<' Back th•
Hritbh .
i-.:10 The L llH•r ty Ho1·,· Keg of f';old; or. Captain Kidd ' • Le1::acy
~:n Tlw l.il1(· r t , . Ho·,·s nt Ho r dt•ntnwn : or. Guarding the Storea.
~:1 ~ The LIJ. 1•r ty Boy~ · ll•• "t A•· t ; or, Tl.t> Capture of Carllsle.

with

e; or, A Detent that
The Erro r of Gen -

th Colonel Brown .
to an.v arlrlreR• on re<'elpt of prke, 5 cents per copy, In money or pc°'tage stamps, by

168 West 23d

St~

N. l.

WANT ANY

BACK~NUMBERS
m from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
e price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.

d our weeklies and cannot pre

;p_your Order and send it to us
rc>STAGE STAMPS TAKEN '
ANK TOUSEY, Publisher

/\.ME AS MONEY.

16S West 23d St., N. Y,

BOOK

OUR

l(e. 1. NAPOLEON'S OBACULLM AND
:»&JllAK ~OOK. ~ l'ouui.iolng r!Je great oracle
lunau de1tlny; a.JQO the true meaning ot
.. .t a.ny kind ot dreams, together witb
rm., c;iremooles, and curious games of

No, H. JIOW TO }IA
CANDY,. A com ·
plete band-book for makin1 all kinds or
candy, Ice-cream. Ryrups, eir.;iences, etc,, etc.
1'o. 18. HOW !J'O BltC IE BE,\UTI.t'UL.
- One . of tbe brll"hll!l>t and most valuable- .
.-i-4
little hooks ever gnen to tbe world. !~very 
x.~· 1. .ROW TO DO T RICKS.-'l'he great body wishes to know how to become h"autl·
tilOk or malf'lc and card tricks, contalnlnii !ul, hoth male and !~male. '.rhe secret Is
illlll IJl•truction on a.II the leading car(! tricks shnple. nn<I aluto8l C• .·ti~•~.
;t tbe day, alao the most popular magical
1'o. 20. HOW TO t;..,.TERTAJ1'
• El·Enl••IOAJI u performed by our leadln1 magi · 1'1?1.G i·~ItTl: .
omplete compP1r<lh11n of
fian•; oYery b~ 1b.ould obtain a copy ot game•. •ports, cu11t1 di ver•lons, co ml< rPcitu~
b K
tlous, etc:. suitahl• for. parlor or lh-awlnl"·
~. ·.aow TO FLIRT.-Tbe arts and room utei:{a.in1oei1t• rt contnln• more for
triletl of IUrtatlon are fully expla.ln~d by this the money than
y t1ook vul>ll. h
ttle b<>0k. Besides the various methods ot
• •o. 21. no \' TO HU:\ T Al\. D l'IS'H. The
aadkerchlet, tan, glove, parasol! wlndo'I'( most complete h11nt1ng- nnd lishlug 1rnide
ad hl.t .ii!rtation, it COilta!Il8 8. fUll JIBt Of ever publlshed. Jt <'Oll(Oill8 full iastrul'(loIIS
• e !&JI arie 11.Ild sentiment of ftowers.
about t!'UDS, bunting ring-", trap•. trapviug
:N•. '· HOW TO DA......,.CE is the title of 1tnd ftsl1lug. togetb<'r 1\lth deRcrlptlon of
'·.
jlll• little book. It eontalns tull instructions li'..a;' ~ ~~-d
TO no ~EC'O, ·n SH;JIT.,l ti ;a tb,. an ot d ..nclnih etiquette In thedb:l\·
Heller's SN'Oll •lg)J( P.>:plnlned hr hb for0
:~i! ~o¥ar<'t~f~'n& ';; r ~re:ll' a;opu~: mer assistant, :Frei'! Hunt, Jr. 1.::Xplainlng
~aare 4aacea.
how the secret 1Jinlo1:rn<'. were «arl'1ecl on '""
'•:Ji•; a. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-.A. com.- tween the magician ·and t.he l,loy on the
Il~ solde to Jove, caurtsblp and marriage,
stage; also giving- all the c·ode~ and signals.
Yins IteU9ihle ..dvtce, rules and etiquette to
No. 28, now TO J:. PL1'11'" DREA)IS.ob .."e•, with many curious and interest- Tbls Uttle book gh'"" tlie explanation 10 all
s tlli•Jr• not generally known.
kinds of dreams. l<•&ether with lucky and
No, t. BOW TO Bl!iCO)IE A....... ATHLETE. unlu cky days.
--OlYlnS 1'ull Instruction for the use ot
No. 24 · HOW TO WRIT1': J,ETTEltS TO
tum~b911•. Jndla.n clubs, parallel bars, horl- GENTLE:\IEN. - Coutaioinl?' full in•tru<"tions
nt&! baH and Yarlous other methods ot tor writing to gentleruPn on all subjel't•.
,...~
d h alth
uscle· conta.in
No. 25. HOW TO lIBC'O'lE A GYMNAST.
eYe1Or-S .. 100 • e
Ym
'
• - -Containing full rnstfU!'ticla!< for all kind•
las onr e!xty 1llustratious.
t g .r mnas1·ic s110rt " an(1 a tl ' 1et 1
~
••
'·
HOW
TO
KEEP
BI'RDS.Hando
<' exer<'i•cs.
,..
1'>mbradng thirtv·ft~e lllu•tration•.
Bv Pro. .mel7 Uluatrated and containing full In· !essor w. Macd(1nald .
•
..trnctiolla 1'or the management a.nd tralnlnir
No. 26.
HOW TO ROW, SAU. A . ·D .
t tho c&Jlary, mockingbird, bol)ollnk, bis.ck- BUILD A BOAT ..... Fully Illustrated. Full
lrd, paroqnet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given in this little 1.Jook, to 1
No. 9.• now TO BECO~IE A. VENTRILO- gether with Instruction• on swlmmlng- and
4'UIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Enry lnte111- riding, companion sports to boating.
. ... nt boy reading thlA book ot Instructions
N<I. 27. HOW TO ItE('ITE AND BOOK
un muter the a.rt, and create any amount OF RECITATION,. Coutnlnlng the most
•f tun for hlJ]lsel! a.nd friends . It L1 tbe po1rnlar select.Ions In u•l>. comprlsmii: Dutch
sre-.test book enr publlsbed .
dialect, French dialect. Yanke<" anrl rlsh diaNo 18. BOW TO BOX.,..,..The art of self· lect pieces, tog-et he with many standard
aet~nae ma4e easy: Containing over thirty
rending•.
Uluetratlona of suards, blow•, and the dit:rerNo. 28. HOW TO T~;J,L t'OR'rl'NJr,~ at po•ltion ot a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowfog wl111t hb
pould obtain one of these useful and In- future life w111 bring- fortl1, whether b11ppl.
ttrucUTt books, as it will teach yod how to nPss or misery, wealth or povntr . You caa
•;.~i:tonk~°w1n~~u~i'i1TE LOVE-LET- i~a b?e acl~~?~~ed~ this lltllt> ~ook Huy one
t"EBS.--.A. mo1t complete little book; containNo. 29. HOW TO BECO'IE AN INVENlnc aµ directions tor writing love-letter!, TOR.-Every ho.v '1!1ould know how !D'VPD ·
pd wll• to uso them, glrtng specimen let- tlons originated. This !Jook explain• tbPm
t.ra fof youns and old.
all, giving exampleR In Plectrlc!ty, h~·draullc~.
'No, U. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetlgm, optics. pneumatl<'~. mechanics.
1.AD~lYing complete instruction• for
etc.
,..rtttns lettera to ladles on all subject!: aleo
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most
Wttert <>f lntroduct!on, notes and requests.
Instructive books on cooking- ever publlsheil.
lfo. ta. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF It contains recipe~ for cooking rnPatB. fish,
JITIQU'ETTE.-It is a. great life aecret1 and 1ame, and o.v•ters; also pies. pndrllngs,
• • that eT•ry yonng man desire• to J[DOW cd:es and all kinds of pastry, and a grana
fill about. There's happiness In lt.
collection ot recipes.
br ule by all newsdealers, or will be MDt to aay addrea on receipt of prlc~. lOc. per t'Opy
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Xo. St. HO\V TO BECO~IE ,\ e PE.,•Ul
t;R. - Contalnlng fourteen llluatratlons, i~T
lug tbe \iltferent position• requl.a1\.- to l>e
co1ue a good •PPakn, render and eloi::11tJonlai
Al~o

conta.inlug- gPms fr<lm al1

authors

"t prooe and poetry.

t,,.. l'.'(1ri.Ju:kl

No. 3i. HOW TO RIOE A
C"ontalniui?' tustr1wtlons tor bell'
ldnt~ on
tra1
Full or pru<"

of u tntt('l d nt ·
•·<1t11plC'tf" l10 0 1~
tiv1.1~.

No , 35. now TO PLAY GA
plete on1l hsf'ful ll ttl<> l>ook.
rn!Ps """ rPJ:Ulr;lfo n• of blili
.

ha<"kgommotf, <: rr"'(tlltt, domt 1'('
Xo. ~6 . llOW TO '101,\'E CO. "C'S).)R M

f"ontaiohiK n" th<· IPading .rr_,nuti.drtJri\ o.
t11p rlrtv , n tnu~h1..: riddle~. <'11r1o""s rat •be1
add witt,y sa.\"tnJ!~-• ' o. :<8.
llOW TO BECO\IE Y'OU'R O\V,
IIO("l'OK-.\ 'rnnder!ul hook. contatnln1
useft u11t forn<"tiC'al lnfonnat1on In tb" trPat
ment of orr!lnur.r dlse-11se11 nnd ailment• <'Om
mon to e>vnr family
Ahoundlng In u~ .. ru!
aud etl'ecth·e ''""Pe• tor eeneral c:o.mplalnta
~o. 39. now TO RAl!'E DOOS POl1 L.
TRY, PIGEO~S AND RABBIT . A us,.Cnl
Ul).d instrurtlvl' book. Hand•om<:l)' illustrat
ed.
'N'o. 40.
HOW TO YAth: ;\ ·n -p;T
TRAPS. ln<'ludlng hlnto on ':ho.,. to catrl.
mole1<, Wl'R~e1• . . otter. rah. q ulrrela a.n~
t~~~t'rat~~o II "' to corr sit!~
oploaslJ

Xo. >It. THF: BOY~ OF 'SF:W TORR F:ND
IEN'S JOliE »OOK. -Contalninir a. great
,·ariety or the latest JokM< n•~d by tb .. mo11
farunu~ Pnrl men.
'o amatPur thlnRtrela h
('010plet~ witbc1nt this "·ondertul little book

.

.

42. THE RQY~ OF • ·zw YOR•
SPF.AltER. Containing a "IU'led at
~nrt111Pnt of ~tnmp ~PN'<'hes, Xe1rro, Dut,..
nnr! lrl~h. .'ll•o end JJ1en'• Jokeg, Juot th•
tiling- for loonw arnu~ement and a.matour
sbows.
No. U. HOW TO ffECO:llE A MAGJC'I.\!'!
- ·<'ontaiulu;: \be grande•t assortmeut or
mn!?'icni llln• "l1~ f''VPr pla<'ed before th•
puhl11·. Al•o t rl<!ks with <'ards, lnC'S.nt.atlona
et c.
Nn. H
'How 0 WRITE L. A...... ALHt')J. ·~· grand ,('<>ne1·tlon ot Album Ver•~•
suitable !or au)· time an(! oc aiUol1, embrac
in!?' Lines of I,ove, Atl'ectlon, Sentiment. Hu
mor. RP•P"<'t. and ('ondolence, ailo Ver~"'
i'ult:ihle for Yalentlneo and Wedc!lngs.
No, 45. THE HOT~ OF N'EW YORK 'lfTN
wrR1':1, Gl'It>E AND JOKE BOOK-Som•
tbing """' and Yery lnstructlTe. Ev~r:r bo'
~11011ld ohtain tlll1 book, as It conta!n1 ful
lnstru<'tlon~ tor or1anl1dn1' 11.Il ama.tPur ml.a
strel trou ue.
or 3 for 25c .. in m(\Df"Y or poatase st.a.mu~. ti~
168 West 2Sd St~ N. Y.
No.
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